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KXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

REPORT SUMMARY

The NH Route IA/IB Scenic Corridor Tourism Inventory k Visitor Needs Assessment consists of ten components;

This study was completed ta demonstrate the value of the use of an applied social science research
project as a tool for integrating the teaching, research and service missions, of the University of New
Hampshire. The project provided the opportunity for students and faculty from various prograins
across the UNH campus to talk and to work with one another in an dynamic professional setting, The
project also serves to demonstrate the commitment af UNH to the state's tourism industry, local
communities and the citizens of the state of New Hampshire. The data collected in this project will
serve to assist planners and policy makers in identifying appropriate approaches to the management
and protection of coastal resources, economic development, and community problem solving. It is
based upon the notion that the critical issue facing tourism in the NH Route IA/IB Corridor is not
one of achieving growth, but one of achieving quality that is consistent with sustaining physical and
social resources.

Rationale for the lady

This section provides a sununaiy of the results from the inventory of tourism resources with the NH
Route I A/IB Corridor. The inventory identified fifty-four lodging facilities adjacent ta Rte. IA/IB,
The lodging facilities had a total of 2,062 rooms. A total of 35 restaurants are adjacent ta Rte.
I A. 18. Eighty-five percent of these had smoking and non-smaking sections  the remaining 15
percent were "sinake Iree" !. Sixty-five tourist attractions within a one-miIe radius were included in
the inventory. A majority �6'/a! of these attractions are owned/inanaged by state or local agencies.
Fifty-two percent of these offered year-round hours of operation. The results from the inventory
suggests that scenic beauty is an important component of most coastal lodging facilities, dining
establishment and tourist attractions. The inventory also identified inany lodging, dining and tourist
attractions that were nat handicap accessible. There is a need for a comprehensive guide for the
seacoast that include hours and season of operation.

Tourism Inventory

This section provides descriptive information on the sampIe of visitors ta the corridor included in
the tourist needs assessment. The sample of visitors to the corridor were middle-aged with middle
incomes. A majority traveled between 40 and 100 miles. Most had visited the corridor before and
most have been visiting the area for 20 years or more. A majority of the sample  over 63 percent!
visited the camdor with other family members. Programs and policies should reflect the importance
of the corridor as family-oriented tourism destination. "Walking on the beach" and "sunbathing"
were identified as the most popular activities for the sample of visitors to the corridor. Only three
non-beach tourist attractions  i.e., Prescatt Park, Strawbery Bank and Hampton Factory Outlets!
were visited by a majority of tourist over the past two years. These results illustrate the need to
provide information ta the tourists on the diversity of tourist opportunities available in the corridor.

Profile of Sample

Traffic Congestion Impacts This section provides a brief description of some of the impacts of traffic congestion on visitor
behaviors. The results showed that approximately 25 percent of the sampIe have changed the amount
they visit the corridor in response to problems ~ted with traffic congestion  about 3 percent said
they would never return!. A greater proportion of the sample of visitors have changed the way they
use the corridor. For example, 50 percent of the sample said they visit the comdar during the week
to avoid traI5c, 31 percent visit during the morning to avoid traffic, and 2'7 percent visit during the
off-season to avoid trafIic. In order to insure the vitality of the tourism industry in the seacoast there
is a need to provide viable mass transportation alternatives that will minimize trafhc congestion in
the seacoast.

The University of New Hampshire  UNH! is committed to providing undergraduate and graduate students with the opportunity ta interact
with one another and with faculty members in appIied research activities that are relevant ta the citizens of the State af New Hampshire
and serve to Iacilitate the appropriate use and management of the state's natural, cultural and human resources. In pursuit of these goals,
UNH faculty, staff and students collaborated with the Rockingham Planning Commission, and NH tMice of State Planning's Cultural
and Scenic Byways Program ta complete an applied social science research project entitled "NH Route IA/IB Scenic Carridor Tourism
Inventory and Visitor Needs Assessment".



This section provides a preliminary understanding of visitors evaluations of the tourism experience
within the corridor. Overall the comdor received a "C+" from the visitors to the corridor. The
corridor received the highest marks for "safety and security" and "site appearance" and the lowest
marks for traffic congestion" and "youth oriented activities". There is a need to further define the
camdor-wide management objectives for the developinent of amenity resources and services.

Evaluating the Experience

This section describes some of the motivations for visiting the corridor, In general, the sample of
visitors come to the corridor to be near the ocean with their family to enjoy a variety of recreational
opportunities and to observe the scenic beauty of the region, Managers and policy makers need to
be aware of the importance of "scenic beauty' and "a family atmosphere" to the Rte. I A/1B Corridor
tourism experience.

Reasons for Visiting

This section provides an understanding of the relative importance of various sources of information
in visitor decisions ta visit the corridor. The results suggest that "family and friends" represent the
most important sources of information about the Corridor. This data points to the importance of
personal communication as source of information, and serves to stress the importance of providing
visitors with a quality tourism experience  so they tell their friends nice things about NH!.

Sources of Information

This section pravides an overview of visitor opinions towards a variety of potential management and
development options. The sample of visitors identified activities and programs that improve or
enhance the natural environment as a priority for improving the corridor. Policies and programs for
enhancing the corridor should reflect the importance tourists placed upon the environment.

Priorities foi Iniprovenient

This section describes visitors support for various methods of funding for coastal protection and
enhancement initiatives, The data suggest that'over 30 percent of the sample of visitors are willing
to pay higher parking fees if the money is allocated to the protection of coastal resources. Over 68
percent thought that NH should allocate more funding for the protection of coastal resources,

Funding Issues

The results contained in this report serve to stress the importance of the environment to the "tourism
experience" within the corridor. The visitors expressed considerable support for a wide range of
environmental enhancement and corridor protection initiatives. The results also serve to highlight
some of the potential impacts that traffic congestion aud lack of parking represent to the sample af
visitors. Overall, there is a need for a number of education initiatives. First and foremost the public
needs to understanding the link between their behaviors and the many threats to the integrity of NH
coastal resources  i.e., traffic congestion, inappropriate development, air pollution, etc,!.

Conclusions

�! Focus Group meetings with the Citizen Corridor Advisory Committee  CCAC!. The committee included
representatives from the NH 015ce of State Planning, Rockingham Planning Commission, NH Department of
Transportation, elected ofllcials representing local and state government, the tourism industry, and chambers of
commerce, The focus group meetings allowed the CCAC to have input into the research design process far later
components of the project. For example, the CCAC reviewed and commented on the results of the inventory, the
selectiou of sampling locations, the design of the mini-survey and the mail questionnaire. The meetings were attended
by a team of UNH students,

�! The inventory of tourism resources was accomplished in two steps. The first step was the compilation of available
inventory data from existing resources. The second step was the completion of a field check of all tourism resources
identified in the other data bases and a windshield survey of the corridor. The inventory of lodging and restaurants
included only those sites adjacent to NH Rte. IA/1B and those tourism attractions with a one-mile radius of the
camdor. The inventory was completed by a team of UNH students.

�! The an-site interview  mini-survey! was administered by a student interviewer  the interviewer checked the
respondents responses on the interview form!. The interviews were completed at nine locations adjacent to the Rte,
1A/IB. A total of 1,837 interviews were completed. Ten percent of the interviews were completed in May and June,
Eight percent were completed in both July and September, while S2 percent were coinpleted in August.

�! The mail questionnaire was administered to the I, ISO �6'/0! respondents to the on-site interview who agreed to
participate in the mail questionnaire components. The utilization of the total design methods resulted in the collection
of 620 mail questionnaires for a final response rate of 55 percent.

METHODS

Four major sources of information were relied upon in completing this inventory and assessment. These four sources of information were:
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INTRODUCTION

0 This study was completed by
students and faculty at the
University of /Vew Hampshire in
cooperation with the Rockingham
Planning Commission and WH
OJfice of State Planning Scenic
and Cultural Byways Program.

0 This project received financial
support from the "UAH's
Undesignaled Gi's Program"
aclively engaging st'udents in «ll
facets of the research process.

0 The information contained in this
report will assist planners and
policy makers lo protect and
enhance the resources necessary to
provide a "quelity" tourism
corp erience.

0 This data reported can also be used
lo facih'tate a more complementary
reLationship between available
resources and the demands and
preferences of visitors to tice
corridor.

0 This study is based upon the
premise that the critical issue
facing tourism in the Route IA d'r
IB Corridoris not one of achieving
growth, but one of achieving
guality thai is consistent with
sustaining physical and social
resources.

NH ROUTE 1A/1B SCENIC CORRIDOR TOURISM
INVENTORY k VISITOR NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Dr. Robert Alex Robertson, Coordinator
Tourism Planning and Development Program

Department of Resource Economics and Development
University of New Hampshire

During the summer of 1996, the Rockingham Planning Commission, the New
Hampshire Office of State Planning's Scenic and Cultural Byway Program,
and the Route IA/1B Citizen Corridor Advisory Committee sponsored a
tourism inventory and needs assessment of visitors to the Route IA/1B
Scenic Corridor. This study was completed by students and faculty of the
University of New Hampshire. Funding for the project was primarily from the
United States Department of Transportation's Federal Highway
Administration  via the Rockingham Planning Commission and the New
Hampshire Office of State Planning's Scenic and Cultural Byways Program!
and the University of New Hampshire's Undesignated Gifts Grant Program,
 with some contributions from UNH's Department of Resource Economics
and Development and the College of Life Sciences and Agriculture!.

This report was written primarily to provide baseline information necessary
for the planning, management and development of the tourism resources
associated with the New Hampshire Route 1A/I B Corridor. It is based upon
the notion that the critical issue facing tourism in the Route I A k, 1B Corridor
is not one of achieving growth, but one of achieving quality that is consistent
with sustaining physical and social resources. The data contained in this
chapter will assist planners and policy makers in identifying appropriate
approaches to: the management and protection of coastal resources, economic
development, and community problem solving. From a practical point of view,
this data can be helpful for anyone interested in developing or enhancing
services or facilities for tourists and residents require a reasonably detailed
knowledge of their market and their customers' needs and wants,

This study generates ideas for future tourism attractions and provides
important information about the corridor's visitors which can be used by
resource managers, planners, and visitor service suppliers that can be
incorporated into the scenic byway planning and decision inaking process. It
will allow for a better match between available resources and the demands
and/or preferences of actual and potential tourists. This study is built on
previous research that has identified and investigated the many and varied
factors that influence the relationship  or "fit"! between the tourism
resources and visitor demand, in order to have a more complete understanding
of the concept of a "quality tourism destination".



This narrative reports the results of the study and is intended to be a concise
summary of the findings as well as a more detailed reference. The body of this
report contains a summary of the findings. The left column serves to
highlight: policy implications  e.g., provides a broader view of the findings
relative to current and future local and state policies/programs!, practical
applications  e,g., examines how and why specific findings are relevant to the
development, implementation and evaluation of Route I A/1B Scenic Byway
programs and initiatives!, and research recommendations  e.g., identifies the
need for additional data analysis and data. collection to complement and
validate this research!, and the miscellaneous comments serve to highlight
findings of general interest. Data reported are found in Appendix A and B
 the inventory of tourism resources, percentage distribution and mean scores
for the mail survey!.

0 This cokunn of the report
highlights important fint5ngs,
policy imphications, practical
applications and research
recommendations drawn from lhe
information containedi n the study.

~ Miscellaneous comments

N Policy Implicatt'ons

f' Practical Applications

O Research Weeds

Study Objectives

The following represents a brief overview of the formal objectives of the NH
Route I A/18 Tourism Inventory and Visitor Needs Assessment.

 I! To complete an inventory and characterization of a wide range of tourism
attractions within the NH Route IA & 1B Corridor. This basic inventory and
description of available tourism attractions, resources and support services is
critically important to the planning and decision making processes associated
with the enhancement and protection of the coastal byway and related
resources.

0 An invenlory is the fi'rsl step of the
planning process.

�! To gain a preliminary understanding of where people come from, what
they do, how they learned about the site and how they evaluate various sites
within the Route 1A/IB Scenic Corridor,

0 The management of the corridor's
resources requires knowledge of
who the visitors are and what they
do during their visit,

�! To complete a more detailed needs assessment for tourists visiting various
sites within Route lA & 1B Corridor. A visitors needs assessment should
include tourists evaluations, attitudes, and demand for existing tourism
attractions and services; preferences for the future development of the
corridor; and potential demand for those attractions and services .

0 The successful integration of the
preservation of coastal resources
with economic development
requires an understanding of
lourisls support for environmental
protection and preferences for
lourism development.

�! To provide students from various degree programs the opportunity to be
involved in a multi-disciplinary research program that serves to enhance the
image and quality of the University of New Hampshire through the integration
of its teaching and research functions. The project also demonstrates the
commitment of the University of New Hampshire's Tourism Planning and
Development program to its students, the tourism industry, local communities
and the citizens of New Hampshire.

0 This proj ect facihtated the
integration of UJVH's teaching,
research and service missions.

The remaining portion of this section describes the objectives of this research
project, and the methods used in conducting this study, and profiles of the
visitors participating in the on-site interviews and mail survey components of
the study.



Description of the Study Area

On July 29, 1994 the Route 1A/1B Scenic Byway Corridor was formally
designated as a Scenic and Cultural Byway by the Scenic and Cultural
Byways Council  so authorized by the Legislature in 1992!, Route 1A/18
transverses New Hampshire's 18 miles of coastline from Seabrook to
Portsmouth, The Corridor is characterized by spectacular views of the
Atlantic Ocean across rocky and sandy shores on one side and lined by turn-
of-the-century estates on the other. Highly developed commercial areas
serving tourists are interspersed throughout the length of the corridor,

H The %H Route iA/IB Scenic
Conulor contains many important
cultural and environmental
resources.

Study Methods

Data collected for this study consisted of three primary components; �!
inventory of tourism resources; �! mini-survey/on-site interview of visitors
to the comdor; and �! mail questionnaire to the sample of on-site visitors to
the corridor.

0 This study consists of three
ntutually dependent components.

Methods or the invento o Tourism Resources

0 The inventory included Ihe
compilation of available inventory
data, a >vindshieid survey of
tourism resources, and a
preliminary assessment of th»
tourism resources included in the
inventory.

et ods or the n- itelntervie>v~ Representat>ves fron> various state,
regional and local agencies and
organizations participated in the
research design process. A second component of the study was accomplished in two steps and included

a mini-survey of visitors to 9 sub-regions within the NH Route 1A & IB
Corridor, The first step of this process included focus group meetings with
the Citizen Corridor Advisory Committee  CCAC!, The focus group assisted
in the mini-survey development process and provided help selecting the nine
sainpling locations. The mini-survey was a short  one-page! questionnaire
that was administered by a student interviewer  the interviewer checked the

organizations involved in the
research design process are more
likely to utilize the results fro>n this
study.

The inventory of NH Route 1A & 1B Corridor was accomplished in three
steps, The first step in this inventory process was the compilation of available
inventory data &om existing sources  e.g., NH Oftice of Travel and Tourism
Development, Seacoast Council for Tourism; Hampton Beach Chamber of
Commerce!. The second step of the inventory process was to complete a field
check of tourism attractions identified in the data bases. The third step was
an assessment of all the attractions identified in the listing. For the purposes
of this project, tourism attractions will include: panoramas  e.g., sea coast
overlooks, etc,!; landmarks  e,g., geological, biological, and hydrological!;
ecological  e.g., state parks, wildlife refuges!; leisure and nature  e.g., trails,
parks, beaches, resorts!; participatory  e.g., golf courses, water activities,
other outdoor activities!; settlement infrastructure  e.g., historic structures,
education & science, ethnicity!; tourism infrastructure  e.g., information, basic
needs!; and leisure superstructure  e.g., performances, sporting events,
amusements, rnuseurns and monuments, festivals, cuisine! The inventory of
tourism attractions attempted to identify all attractions within a one-mile
corridor of Route 1A & 1B, with the exception of the restaurants and
accommodations  only those restaurants and accommodations adjacent to
Route 1A & 1B were included in the inventory!.



0 Nearly 2000 onsiteinterviews were
completed during the summer of
1996. A vast maj ority of the
interviews were completed during
the monlh of August  June and
July of 199S were very wef and
cool!,

of the survey componenl of the
study over-represented tourists who
visit fhe corridor in August.

interviews should be completed
during June and July of 1997.

Sea Food Fest

New Castle

Wallis Sands

p Strawberry Bank

c Seabroak

Rye Beach

3 Ordiane Paint

g Jenness Beach
0 A majority of fhe surveys were

completed by visitors to NP State
Park Beaches.

Hampton RV

Hampton Beach

0 50 100 150 200 250 300
Number of interviews0 The response rates to fhe ntail

questionnaire were consistent
across theinterview sites. On-SiteM ail

Figure I. Location of On-site and Mail Surveys.

Methods or the ttil ftesttoff ff aire

The mail questionnaire was the third component of the study and was
accomplished in two steps. The erst step was the design of an eight page mail
questionnaire. This included a focus group meeting with the Citizen Corridor
Advisory Committee  CCAC!. The focus group meeting with CCAC assisted
in the design of the eight-page inail questionnaire. The questionnaire was
administered to the 1,180 �6/a! respondents to the on-site interview who
agreed to participate in the mail survey component. The mail questionnaire
was sent out to the potential respondent the week following the on-site
interview. The utilization of the Dillman's �985! total design method  i.e.,
postage paid return envelope, post card reminder, replacement questionnaire
with letter! resulted in the completion of 620 mail questionnaires for a total
response rate of fifty-one percent. An additional 45 mail questionnaires were
returned as undeliverable for a total adjusted response rate of fifty-five
percent. The month and day of week of the completed mail surveys was

0 The Citizens Corridor A&ssory
Comnadtee reviewed und
commented on prehminary drafts
of fhe mail questionnaire.

0 An eight-page queslionnaire was
administered fo nearly 1200
persons who completed the on-site
interview component of the proj ect.

~ The response rates for fhe mail
questionnaire was over 53 percent.

visitors responses to the questions on the form!. Interviews were completed
at nine locations  e.g., Strawbery Bank, New Castle, Odiorne State Park,
Wallis Sands Beach, Rye Harbor State Park, Rye Beach; Hampton Beach
State RV Park, Seabrook Beach!. A total of 1,807 personal interviews were
completed at the various sites within the corridor. Figure 1 presents the
number of on-site interviews completed at each of the sampling locations. A
vast majority of the on-site interviews were completed during the month of
August  82'/o!. Ten percent of the interviews were completed in May and
June and eight percent were completed in July, and September, Approximately
54 percent  984! of these interviews were completed on weekdays. Thirty
percent of the interviews were completed on weekends �27! and 16 percent
�99! were completed on holiday weekends. This was partially a function of
the weather and the availability of student interviewers,



Potenttal Litnitations o the ttld

C There are a number of potential
limitations to this study and lhe
resets should be interpreted within
the context of these potential
iinsitations.

0 The results of this sludy are best
interpreted by breaking the sample
into three distinct subsompies:

�! geographic region;

�! day of week; and

�! state of home residence.

There is a need
for research that accurately
estimates annual visitation lo the
/VH Route lA/lB Corridor. The
just step in this process should be
a UNH Undergraduate Research
Project that utilizes avat7abte data
 be., tragic counts, hotel records,
parking meter receipts! to provide
a preliminary estimate of
visilalion to lhe h'H Route lA/JB
Corridor. This should befollowed
by a more comprehensive research
 and costly! project that estimates
popuhttion parameters.

essentially a mirror image of the percent total of the on-site interviews. This
was completely a function of date and day of the week of the on-site
interviews,

A number of considerations should be made when interpreting the results from
this study:

�! it is very likely that the data reported in this study over-represents the
perspective of persons visiting the corridor during the month of August and
this could  and probably does! introduce a source of bias into the study;

�! it is very likely that the data reported in this study over-represents
visitors to tourism attractions in the northern portion of the Route 1A/1B
Scenic Corridor, thus introducing another source of bias inta the study;

�! it is very likely that the sample over-represents weekday users and
under represents weekend and holiday weekend users  although we don' t
know for sure!,

It is dificult ta accurately estimate the potential magnitude of these and other
sources of bias, in that there are not any known population parameters with
which to compare the demographic and use characteristics of our sample of
visitors to the corridor. For example, the relative proportion of non-resident
to resident visitation to the Route 1A/1B Corridor is not known. So it is very
dificult to know whether our sample is representative or not, Completing a
study that accurately estimates the population parameters, though very
possible  and much needed!, was well beyond the cost and time constraints of
this preliminary study. In order to minimize these sources of potential
response or nan-response bias, the sample of respondents  and associated data
analysis! will be analyzed from three alternative perspectives:

�! comparisons wi11 be made across all the data collected in the on-site and
mail components of the study between visitors to the tourism attractions
in the areas north of Hampton Beach  n=1188 for onsite interviews and
n=406 for mail survey! and visitors to the Hampton area and points south
to Seabrook  n=612 for onsite interviews and n=191 for mail survey!;

�! comparisons will be made between visitors contacted while visiting the
corridor an weekdays  n=990 for onsite interviews and n=342 for mail
questionnaire!, weekends  n=522 for ansite interviews and n=162! and
four-day holiday weekends  n=306 for on site interviews and n=102 for
mail surveys! across all of the data collected in this study;

�! comparisons will be made between those visitors participating in the
study who reside in New Hampshire  n=825 for the onsite interview and
n=276 for mail survey!, those residing in Mass  n � 522 for onsite interview
and n=137 for mail survey!, and those residing in other New England states



 n=209 for onsite interviews and n=116 for mail survey!; persons living
outside of New England were not included in these comparison, due to
their low relative numbers in the mail survey component.

0 The respondenls from outside of
Sew England were from very
diverse cultural and geographic
regions audit was nol appropriate
to group these respondents together
for stalistical comparisons.

Taking the above considerations and correction strategies into account, the
sample and response rates were determined adequate to provide a rudimentary
understanding of visitors to the Route 1A/I 8 Corridor. These results should
be considered very preliminary in nature. They represent a baseline with
which to compare future visitor needs assessment initiatives, Future studies
should be designed to examine differences between early, mid and late
summer visitors, This was not possible in this study due to low interview
counts in June and July. An effort could be made to complete additional on-
site and mail surveys during the months of June and July of 1997 to partially
address this problem.

~ These results are very preliminary
in nature and provide a baseline
jor future visitor needs enessmenf
initiali ves.

INVENTORY OF TOURISM RESOURCES

0 These section presents the results
from lhe inventory of lourism
resources adj acent to lhe XH
Route l/r/18 Corridor.

Lodging Facililies

This section provides a brief summary of the results from the inventory of
lodging facilities adjacent to Route lA/IB. The inventory process identified
fifty-four lodging facilities within the corridor. These included hotels  8!,
motels �2!, bed and breakfasts �!, cottages �!, inns �!, and condos �!.
The inventory estimated a total of 2,062 rooms in the lodging facilities
adjacent to Route lA/1B, A vast majority  85'/o! of the lodging properties
were in scenic areas providing dramatic views of the ocean, harbor or bay.
Only six of the properties had restaurant facilities on site. Twelve properties
had outdoor swimming pools. Only one property had an indoor swimming
pool. Sixteen of the properties had rooms with kitchenettes. Nine of the
properties were identified as being "handicap accessible". Two of the
properties were "smoke free", The remaining properties have designated
smoking and non-smoking rooms. Five of the properties were identified as
belonging to an association such as AAA or other types of auto/discount club,

0 The invenlory suggests that only
one property has an indoor
swimming pool These type of
amenities  ag., indoor swinuning
poo4 health club, etc.! are
necessary to altract lhe off-season
coastal resort tourist.

inventorysuggestslhat the many of
the lodging properlies are not
handicap accessible Loca4
regional and state agencies should
work with properly owners lo
insure thai there are adequate
handicap accessible faciVities
wilhin the corridor.

Three towns along the corridor were reported to have lodging facilities. The
three are Portsmouth, Rye and Hampton, Portsmouth has one year-round inn
adjacent to NH Route 1A/1B. Rye has seven seasonal lodging facilities and
three year round facilities. Hampton has more than the other two
communities. Hampton was reported to have fifteen seasonal lodging
facilities and 27 year round facilities. Figure 2 displays this data. It is
important to remember that the only lodging properties inventoried were
those adjacent to Route 1A/1B. All of the information collected in the lodging
inventory is included in Appendix A.

This section will provide a brief overview of the tourism resources within the
NH Route 1A/1B Corridor. It will present information of three types of
tourism resources:  I! lodging facilities; �! restaurant facilities; and �!
tourism attractions.



PORTS MOUTH

0 Fifty-four Lodging facilities were
included in the inventory.

Practical 3 lications. The
inventory suggests that there are
hunted number of Lodging facilities
in the northern end of the corridor.
It also suggests that there are Less
Bed dk Breakfasts and small Inns
than in other tourism destinations
of this type.

RYE

HAMPTON

for an assessment of occupation
rates by season of all lodging
properties within the corridor.

5 10 15 20 25 30

YEAR ROUND Q SEASONAL

Figure 2. Location of Lodging Facilities Adjacent to NH Route 1A/1B,

Restaurant Facilities

This section provides a brief summary of the results from the inventory of
dining facilities adjacent to the Route 1A/18 corridor. Six different towns
were identified as having restaurants. These towns are Portsmouth, Rye,
North Hampton, Hampton, New Castle, and Seabrook. There are thirty-five
restaurants represented in the inventory. The inventory indicates that 14
percent of the restaurants were "smoke free". The other 85 percent had
smoking and non-smoking sections. The number of smoking versus non-
smoking seats varied by establishment. Over 40 percent of the dining
establishments offer an outdoor deck and 70 percent have scenic views of
coastal resources. Seventy percent of the dining estab!ishments have a liquor
license and thirty percent have entertainment, Forty-three percent of the
dining establishments were identified as being handicap accessible �3 lo were
not identified as offering either the necessary ramps or bathroom facilities!,

~ Thirty Jive restaurants were
identifiedin theiusmttory.

Practic 3 lications. Outdoor
decks and scenic views offer the
opportunity for local conservation
commissions and LVH Coastal
Program to inform and educate
tourists with displays or brochures
that stress the importance oJ
coastal processes and systems.

The meal prices of these restaurants range from being just under five dollars
to over fifteen dollars at restaurants like the Wentworth in New Castle.
Fourteen percent offered a children's menu. These restaurants also represent
many different varieties of food. There are Chinese restaurants, seafood
restaurants, American cuisine, fast food and ice cream places. Only two of the
establishments had banquet facilities. This suggests the corridor has a lack
meeting/banquet facilities  considering the appeal of the seacoast!. Eighty
percent of the dining establishments take various credit cards �0 percent
accept only cash!. As for the types of meals served, 14 percent of the
restaurants have breakfast, lunch and dinner, 71 percent have lunch and
dinner, and 6 percent serve only the dinner meal.

inve'tory,, like the lodging
inventory, suggests that many oj'
the lodging properties are not
handicap accessible. The Regional
Phmning Comnussion should work
with the XH Restaurant and
L~gAssonation to correct this
deJiciency.

0 A vast majority of the dining
establishments cater to the day
visitor fi'.e., offer only Lunch and
dinner!.



0 A vast majority of the year round
diniegfucilitks adj acent to the AH
Route IA/IB are located in
Hampton,

for an assessment of the total
seating capacity of res aur ants
udj acent to the byway. This
information would be availabk
from the fire departments of each
corridor community.

SEABROOK

HAMPTON

NORTH HAMPTON

RYE

NEW CASTLE

PORTSMOUTH

0 2 10

Tourism Attractions

0 Theinventory of tourist attractions
identified 65 sites within a one mile
radius of XH Route IA/IB.

o Practical lications. There is a
need for a menu guide for
restaurants adjacent to the
corridor. This guide should «iso
include hours and season oj'
operation and dress code
information. This type of guide
would serve to promote the
individual facilities. It would also
provide a vabcabk service to
tourists visiting the region and
coukt provide coupons for off-
season discounts.

0 There are more than fifteen
historic «nd cultural attractions
with the inventory area This
number is refkctive of the number
of organizations and agencies
responsible for the management of
these tourist attractions. For
exumpk, Strawbery Bank e is
responsibk jor the management oj
a great number of historic sites,
but it is listedin the inventory as a
si ngk attraction.

Figure 3 shows the seasonality of restaurants in the towns where they are
found on the comdor. The location with the most amount of restaurants was
Hampton. Hampton has ten year-round establishments with five seasonal
establishments  adjacent to Route IA/IB!. Portsmouth has two year-round
and one seasonal, North Hampton has one year round; Rye has five year-
round and one seasonal, New Castle has two year-round and two seasonal;
and Seabrook has one year-round and two seasonal. Once again these
restaurants are only the ones that are identified as being adjacent to route
1A/1B and are not representative of all the restaurants in these towns. This
and additional information is included in Appendix A.

g YEAR ROUND Q SEASONAL

Figure 3. Restaurant Facilities Adjacent to NH Route IA/1B.

This section provides a brief summary of the results from the inventory of
tourist attractions located within a one mile corridor of the Route IA/IB
Scenic Byway. A trained team of UNH undergraduate students made a visit
to each site and classified each site, they also made note of the season of
operation, ownership, visitor amenities, signage, parking, number of
employees, participation in group tour or conference business, and overall
appearance. The inventory resulted in the identification of 65 tourism
attractions within a one-mile radius of NH Route 1A/1B.

Figure 4 presents the results from the classification  or grouping! of the
tourism attraction. Each attraction was grouped as either scenic, educational,
historical, cultural, or recreational; some of which had multiple designations
due to either the nature of their o8ering, or the multiple number of operations
at one location, For example, NH State Beaches were classified as both
recreational and scenic resources. Forty-six percent of the total sites were
identified as including a "scenic" component, whereas 21 percent of sites had
only a scenic attribute  i.e,, scenic overlooks!.



represents an important componenl
of most coastal tourist attractions.
A8 cous al planning, management
and economic development
initiatives should strive  o protect
the scenic «ltributes of' lhe
corridor.

HISTORIC

EDUCATIONAL

ac ical A lications. A majority
of the historic and educational
resources are localed in lhe
nor kern portion of the corridor.
This suggests the importance of
communicating lke diverse range
of tourist attractions to visi ors to
recreational a  rue ious.

SC ENIC

RECREATIONAL

0 Bight annual special events or
festivals were identified and
included in the altraction
invenlory.

CULTURAL

0 Fifly sir percent of the  ouris 
a tractions within the Corridor are
in public ownership

OResearch Reeds. There is a need
for a detailed count of the number
of num and women's restroom
facilities at each a tree ion. This
inventory shouldinclude a count of
stalh und urinals, and baby
changing tables. The inventory
should also include a listing of
hours and season of operation.
Once completed, ibis inventory
should be used to estimate the

over u8 satisfaction with restroom
facihties at each of the attractions.
The ove'rail salisfaclion data was
collecled in the mad survey
component of  kis study.

OResearch ¹edt. There is a need
for a more delaiied inventory of
lourisl attractions within a S mile
radius of Route W/1B, This
utventory should be coupled with
an onsite visitor salisfaction survey
ut each altraction. Upon
completion of such a study, data
results would be more accurate in
assessing tke needs, the quality,  he
capacity, and the needed
unprovemen s of attraclions within
the Route 1A!IB Scenic Byway.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Figure 4. Tourist attractions within the corridor.

The inventory reports that four percent of the attractions are managed in a
"pubIic/private cooperative", forty percent are in private ownership, and fifty-
six percent are owned/managed by state or local agencies. Students
attempted to ascertain the total number of parking spots at each attraction,
but the lack of striping and pavement in some locations made estimation
dificult. Attractions in general made an attempt to provide adequate parking
facilities or alternatives for their visitors.

Of the total number of applicable attractions, 52% offered year-round hours
of operation or public accessibility. The assessment of visitor services offered
by attractions looked at the availability of restroorns, trash receptacles, public
telephones, first aid, food, gi's, guide service, equipment rental, and
availability of area inforination. Of those attractions offering public restroom
facilities �6%!, only one was not handicap accessible, and that one was in the
planning stages for refurbishment. The inventory determined that 41 percent
of the attractions had public telephones. It was found that 37% of applicable
attractions were engaged in providing some sort of food service operation, but
only 31% of attractions offered visitor information services.

Tourist attractions within a one mile radius of the NH Route 1A/1B Corridor
range from "&ee" to a "moderately-expensive" range, Twenty percent of the
attractions were free. Two percent requested a voluntary donation. Fourteen
percent had fees that ranged from 25 cents to $5, Eight percent of the
attractions have fees that range &om $5-$15 and three percent have fees in
excess of $15. A listing of all the identified attractions and additional
information is included in Appendix A.



0 The descriptive information
reported provQet an understanding
of the respondents to the survey as
opposed to all visitors to the
seacoast, Pro de o Visitors t e orridor

~ Measures of central tendency:

4 +can-an average computed by
summing the values of the
observation and dividing by the
number of observations.

0 ~edian-another average,
representing the value of the
"tniddle" case in a rank-
ordered set of observations
 e.g., if the ages of five peopk
are 16, 17, 20, $4 and gg, i'he
median age would be 20!,

48 years  mean! 45 years  median!
39 years  mode!

Age

$46,349.  mean! $55,000.  mode!
$40,000.  median!

Total Family Income

28 '/o High School Diploma
13 /o Associate Degree
35'/o Bachelors Degree
13'/o Masters Degree
11'/o Post Graduate Degree

Education

Occupation

0 The sampk of visitors to the
corridor can be generally
considered middle age and mi ddle
income.

Gender 38'/o Males

62'/o Females

10

0 Mode � still another average,
representing the most
frequently observed value or
attribute  e.g., ij a sarnpk
contains 1,000, blue-eyed
peopk, 500 bronst- eyed people,
and 300 green-eyed peopk,
blue-eyed peopk weald be the
modal category!.

THE NH ROUTE 1A/1B CORRIDOR TOURISM EXPERIENCE

This section will provide an overview of the tourism experience provided
within the NH Route 1A/1B Scenic Corridor, 1t will begin with a profile of
visitors to the corridor. This will be followed by a listing of the recreation
activities that they participated in on the day they were contacted and where
they visited. Next will be an overview of the reasons why the sample of
visitors chose to visit the corridor, how they learned about the corridor
region, and how they may have changed their visitation behavior. This section
will conclude with a description of the destinations within the corridor that the
sample respondents visited most oAen. Each section reports statistical
differences between the three subsamples  i.e., geographic region; day of
week visiting; and state of home residence!.

This section provides descriptive information on the sample of visitors to the
corridor included in the study. This information will provide a better
understanding of who the sample of visitors to the NH Route 1A/1B Corridor
are and where they are from. This information will also assist in the
interpretation of the results presented in later sections of this report. Table 1
provides some descriptive information about demographic characteristics of
the sample of visitors to the corridor.

29/0 Professional

11'/o Management/Administration
9'/o Sales/Clerical

6 /o Craftsmen/Trade/Transport
15'ro Service Workers

25'/o Retired/Not in Labor Force

Table 1. Summary of demographic information for sample of visitors to the
Route 1A/18 Scenic Corridor.



0 Hew Hampshire residents
represent a substantial proportion
of the visitors to the Corridor.

initiatives should reflect the needs
und wants of' lvew Hampshire
citizens.

International

0 /Vearly 3 percent of the santple
were frotn areas outside fhe
cotuinental United SAa'es and over
7 percent were from onside of JVew
England

Other US

Other New England

0 Over 3ti percent of the sampk of
visitors to the corridor identified
their state of residence as
8tussachusetfs.

MASS

NH

om arisonsbetivee ttbsam les

0 This subsection provides an
overview of the characteristics of
the "tourist experience" of the
sampk of visitors to the corridor.
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f
statistically si gnijicant differences
between u majority of the
demographic vuriubks for the
three subsampks suggests thut the
data may be fairly representative of
visi tors to the Corridor.

tical A lication. The data

sreggesls that peopk from outside
of A'ew Enghtnd have considerably
higher incomes than those from
other areas. This could be an
important factor when considering
support for various corridor
development and marketing
initiatives.

Figure 5 illustrates where the visitors who participated in the on-site
interviews call home, Forty-eight percent of the sample were from New
Hampshire. Visitors 5.om 26 different states participated in the study. Sixty-
eight percent of the persons from outside the United States were from
Canada, Other countries represented in the sample included Norway,
England, Scotland, Belgium, Italy, and Germany.

0 200 400 600 800 1000

Figure 5. Home resident for sample of on-site visitors to the NH Route
1A/1B Corridor.

Further analysis of this data suggests that there are a few differences between
the subsamples, For example, visitors in the sample contacted in the northern
section of the corridor are slightly older  i.e., 44 years in the north vs. 42 in
the south for the on-site interviews! and persons in north had slightly higher
average annual incomes. There were no statistically significant demographic
variables for the day of week subsample. The only significant differences for
the 'state of home residence' variable was income, This data suggests that
persons in the sample froin "other New England States" had significantly
higher incomes than persons in the sample from NH and MA  i.e.,$64,000 per
year for "Other New England" vs. $39,000 for MA and $43,000 for NH!.

3 Profile of the Typical Tourist Zxperi ence itt the Corridor

This subsection provides an overview of the typical tourism experience in the
corridor. 1t includes a description of group size and type as well as the
average number of miles traveled to the destination in a personal vehicle and
the number of vehicles used by the group, the length of their stay, the type of
lodging, the number of years the person has been visiting the corridor, and
their knowledge of the corridor.



tb actical A licalion. jltanagers
need to communicate the
availability of park dk ridefacihties
to resident and nonresident visitors
to the corridor.

policy initiatives should reflect
importance of encouraging visitors
to utilite alternative forms of
transportation that wdl not add to
traffic congestion problems,

OResearch Weeds There is a need
for additional analysis of this data
which should examine potential
differences between both day 4
overnight visitors, and male 8
female visitors to the corridor.

0 A majority of fhe sample of visitors
to the corridor were visiting for a
single day.

4 people  mean! 2 people  mode!
2 people  median!

How many people are in your
group?

Did your entire group travel
together?

18% no

82% yes
0 The typical visitor to the corridor

who participated in the study
traveled between 50 and NO miles
to reach the site. Is this visit part of a longer stay? 66% no

34% yes

How many miles did you travel to
reach this site?

92 miles  mean! 50  mode!
45 miles  median!

0 A majority of the sample of
tourists' visited the site that they
were interviewed at for about 4
hours. When do you usually visit the

corridor?

44% weekdays
54% weekends

0 tVost of the sample of visitors have
visited the region previously  M%!;
most have traveled the entire
length of the corridor �6'~!; and
many have been visiting the area
most of their lives.

Hours visiting site? 6 hours  mean! 4 hours  mode!

Is the NH Seacoast your favorite
tourism destination in NH?

21% go

79% yes

Have you traveled the entire length
of the NH Route 1A/1B Corridor?

34% no

66% yes

Have you visited this site before? 20% no

80% yes

How many years have you been
visiting the Route 1A/1B Corridor?

26 years  mean! 20 years  mode!
20 years  median!

visitors have a considerable
amount of experience in the
corridor. This suggests that they
shou@ be both knowledgeable
about corridor issues and
committed to the long term
management and enhancement of
the region.

The mean group size was 4 persons, the median was 3 persons and the
majority of the visitors to the corridor used a single vehicle to reach the site.
However, over 20 percent of the sample took two vehicles to reach the site
and over 15 percent took three or more vehicles. In considering the type of
transportation utilized to reach the corridor: 87 percent of the sample used a
personal car or truck, 10 percent used a bicycle, and 3 percent used other
means  i.e., public transportation, a boat, walking, running, etc,!,

Fifty percent of the sample visited the site for a single day. Fourteen percent
of those indicated that they were staying in Hampton; 5 percent in
Portsmouth, and Seabrook; 4 percent in Rye, with remainder staying at
various locations in the Maine, New Hampshire, and Massachusett's coastal
region, A substantial majority �7%! indicated that visiting the Route 1A/1B
corridor was the primary reason for their visit. Over seventy percent of the
sample were aware of the site prior to the visit during which they were
contacted. Sixty-six percent of the sample indicated that they had traveled the
entire length of the corridor. A majority of the sample indicated that they
make a greater proportion of their visits to the corridor on weekends as
opposed to weekdays.

Table 2. Summary of information about most recent trip to corridor.



Figure 6 shows that the most common group type is "family only" �0/0!,
suggesting that the comdor is a family destination. The second most common
group type was "family k friends" �7'/o!, followed by "friends only"  9'/0!.
Eight percent of the sample visited the site by themselves and only 3 percent
visited the area as part of an organized group.

0 A majordy of the sample visiled the
corridor with other members of
their family. Organized Group

Lh
pohcy should reflect the
importance of fhe corridor as a
family-orienfed tourism
desf inatiolf.

0 Research Reeds. Further analysis
of lhe dala should investigate the
differences between persons
visiting with theirfamily and those
visiting with other types of gruups.

Alone

Figure 6. Group types for sample of visitors to the corridor on the day
they were contacted.

Com arisons between ubsam les

Further analysis of these data suggest that there were a few differences across
the "day of week" variable, Not surprisingly the study suggests that the
respondents contacted on a "holiday weekend" spent more hours at the site
 i.e., 10 hours vs. 7 hours for weekend and 4 hours for week day!. Somewhat
surprisingly visitors on weekdays traveled more miles than visitors on
"weekends" and "holiday weekends", Looking at the residence variables, the
data suggests that respondents &om "Other NE" states traveled more miles
to reach the site than respondents from "MA" or "NH"

Recreation Activities Engagedin During Visit to the Corridor
0 This seclion reporls fhe type and

range of recreational activities that
the sample of visitors participated
in duringtheir visit to the corridor.

This subsection presents the results from a asking respondents to look over
a list of over thirty recreation activities and to indicate each activity that they
participated in during that visit in which they were contacted. This listing of
recreation activities is separated into two components: those recreation
activities that require active involvement of the participant, and those that
require more passive involvement, Table 7 reports the extent that the sample
of visitors to the corridor participated in active recreation activities. Walking
on the beach was by far the most popular recreation activity for the sample,
with over 84'/0 indicating that they walked on the beach on the day that they
were contacted.
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0 Again, there were only a few
statisli cally signi Jicant differences
across the three subsamples, This
finding serves lo suggesl that the
data may provide an accurate
portrait of the visitors fo the
corridor.

the types of recreation activities
thai visitors to the corri dur
participate in will provide insights
into their support for various
coastal resource planning,
management and development
inifia6ves.

Family & Friends

O

6
Friends OnlyO

CL

Family Only

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Percent of Sample



Rollerblading
Fishing frofn Shore

Bird Watching
Collecting Sea Shells

Walking on Beach
Swimming in Ocean

Coast Week
Swimming in Pools

Camping
Fishing from Boat

Surfing
Sunbathing

Biking
Golf

Running
Boating

Sports 8 Games
Drinking Alcoholic Beverages

0 "JValting on the beach" and
"sunbathing" was identi jied as lhe
mosf popular activities for the
sample of visitors to lhe corridor.

programs should be developed for
visitors participating in beach-
oriented activities fhat focus on fhe
environmental attributes of coastal
systems.

0 20 40 60 80 100

Percent Participating

for a project that will provide fhe
baseline information necessary to
develop a comprehensive
envtronmenfaled'ucalion programs
for beach visilors.

Figure 7. Active recreation activities the sample of visitors participated
in during their visit to the corridor.

Figure 8 reports the extent to which the sample of visitors participated in
activities that are more oriented towards the amenity resources of the
corridor. Eating out in a restaurants, driving for pleasure and shopping had
relatively high participation rates for this grouping of activities.

0 Dming for pleasure and shopping
were popular activities for lhe
sample oj visitors to the corridor.

actical A licati Cassette
tape lou rs or a low-band
information radar station shouM be
developed lo inform and educate
visitors "driving for pleasure" or
"car touring" on fhe
environmental, cultural, dining,
and shopping opportunities
available in the corridor.

Figure 8. Visitors participation in various active cultural activities.

Antiquing

Cultural Events

Video Games

Driving for Pleasure

Shopping
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Boat Excursions

Special Events

Arnusement Parks

Historic Muesums
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ont arisons between ubstttn les
0 Tke sample of' visitors to tke

corridor participaledin an average
of 6 dtQerent activili es during their
visit.

To accurately summarize this data, it was necessary to create a general
measure of the number of recreation activities each respondent participated
in while visiting the corridor. The typical respondent to the survey
participated in an average  mean! of six difFerent activities on the day that they
were contacted. The mode number of activities were four, with a median of
five. Further analysis suggests that there are significant differences for two
of the three subsamples. There were no significant differences in the number
of activities for the subsample that examined the differences between
weekday, weekend and holiday weekend visitors. There were, however,
significant differences between visitors from NH, MA, and other New
England states. Each of these subgroups were significantly different from one
another with respect to the average number of activities, with NH
participating in a mean of 5.32 activities, MA participating in an average of
6.68, and other NE states participating in an average of 8,03, This finding is
most likely a function of the amount of time they spend in the corridor.
Likewise visitors to northern sites participated in an average of 5.87 activities
and southern sites 7.22 activities. This is also likely to be a function of the
fact that visitors to southern sites stay at the site for a longer period of time.

0 Visitors from "Other New England
States" participated i» a larger
number of activilies than visitors
from MA or NH.

O Visitors to sites in the Northern
end of lke corridor participated in
a su«dier number of activities than
visitors lo sites in the soulkern end
of the corridor.

O i~eve h~v~@ Further analysis
of this data should investigate
potential diff erences between day
visitors and persons staying over
«ighl in the corridor.

Visitation to Tourist Attractions within the Corridor

This subsection reports the results from a series of questions on the survey
that sought to identify the relative amount of experience that the sample of
visitors had with other tourism sites within the corridor. The visitors were
provided a list of 27 tourist attractions within the corridor, They were
instructed to circle the number of visits that they or members of the their party
had made to each of the listed sites within the last two years, The options of
zero �!, one to five visits �-5!, greater than five  >5! were provided to the
respondents, For reporting purposes the listing of tourist attractions were
divided into beach or waterfront orientated sites, and historical or cultural
orientated tourism attractions,

0 This section reports lhe tourist
attractions thai lhe sample of
visilors to the corridor had visited
i» the last two years.

~ Nearly 1$ percent of the sample
had visited Hampton beach more
than five times in the past two
years; whereas slightly over S
percent had visited Ordiorne Point
Slate park more than S times.
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Figure 9 reports the results for the water-oriented tourist attractions. The
results suggest that over seventy percent of the sample had visited Hampton
Beach at least once of the past two years, Nearly fifteen percent of the sample
had visited Hampton Beach more than five times in the last two years, Other
beach sites attracting a substantial portion of the visitors in the sample include
North Hampton Beach, Rye Beach, and Wallace Sands, while Foss Beach and
New Castle had a lower percentage of visits by the sample, Considering the
sample visitation to non-beach sites, over 50 percent of the sample had visited
Odiorne Point and slightly over 45 percent had visited Rye Harbor. Over 20
percent of the sample of visitors had taken an ocean cruise on at least one of
the three cruise companies identified in the listing of tourist attractions. The
sample of visitors had the most past experience at beach oriented attractions.



~ The greatest proportion of the
sample of visitors had visited
Hampton Beach in the past two
years.

C Touring eke NH seacoast by boatis
a popular activity for nearly 90
percent of the sample of visilors.

o «ctical A li cation This
data can be used to determine the
level of experience with a range
of tourist altractions,

1-5 Visits g > 5 Visits

Figure 9. Visitation patterns for water orientated tourism attractions.

Figure 10 shows the relative amount of past experience of the sample of
visitors to the corridor with historical, cultural, and/or recreational sites.

N. Hampton Factory Outlet
Portsmouth Maritime Museum

Seabrook Greyhound Park
Science & Nature Center-Yankee

Seacoast Science Center

Hampton Playhouse
Prescott Park

Fuller Gardens
Fort Stark

Fort Constitution
Childrens Museum

Urban Forestry Center
Water Country

Strawbery Bank

0 Shopping and visiting historic sites
are a common pari of a visit lo the
Route 1A/lB Corridor.

Practical A lications. Nearly
90 percenl of the sample have
never visited the Science and
Nature Center at Yankee. This
points to a need for more
collaboration with Seacoast «rea
niarketing and promotion
pf ograiils 0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Percent

suggest the need for information
on the diversity of lourist
opporlunities within the corridor,
Prescott Park, Strawbery Bank and
Factory Outlets are the only
attractions visited by a majority of
the visitors in the past two years.

1-5 Visits . ! 5 Visits

Figure 10. Visits to historical, cultural or recreational tourist attractions
within the corridor.
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New Castle

N. Hampton Beach
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OrdiornePoint

Hampton Beach
Rye Beach

Jenness Beach

Seacoast Cruise

'Portsmouth Harbor Cruise

Rye Harbor
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Over fifty percent of the visitors in the sample had visited Strawbery Bank,
Prescott Park and the factory outlet in North Hampton. Slightly over 30
percent of the sample of visitors had visited the Seacoast Science Center,
while only 10 percent had visited the Science and Nature Center at Yankee,
and less than that had visited the Urban Forestry Center. Nearly, thirty
percent of the sample had visited Water Country, while approximately 10
percent had visited Seabrook Greyhound Park.

ont ari ons between ttbsant les

0 There were a number of significant
differences across fhe i'bree
subsamples of visitors to the
corridor.

O ctical A lications. The data
suggests that persons visiting the
seacoastfrom outside of NH rarely
visit some of the less weN known
«nd rarely advertised attractions
 ag., Porfsmoufh Children's
Museum!,

fhaf visitors to the Hamplon Beach
area  southern regionsj visif lhe
tourist attractions in northern
porfio» of the corridor less than
other visitors suggests a needfor
improved conununicafion about
these attractions and possibly fhe
need for improved pubhic
fronsportafion within the corridor.

Changes in Visitation Patterns

This section reports the results from a series of questions that sought to
understand if the sample of visitors to the corridor have changed their
behavior patterns in response to traffic congestion. The questionnaire
provided a listing of eight statements that relate to their past, current and
future use of the corridor. The questionnaire instructed the respondents to
circle "yes" or "no" to each statement concerning their visits to the Route
1A/1B Corridor.

H 7Ms section reports the residts fo a
series of questions intended lo
measure fhe inipact of traffic
congestion on visilafion fo the
corridor.

Figure 11 shows the percent who responded "yes" to each of the listed
statements, The results show that nearly sixty percent of the sample indicated
that they have not changed the amount that they visit the corridor. However,
there is considerable support for the notion that people change the way that
they use the corridor. For example, fifty percent of the sample of visitors said
they visit the corridor during the week to avoid traftic, 31 percent visit in the
morning, and 27 percent visit during the oA season. There is some evidence
that traffic congestion is having a minor impact of total visitation with three
percent of sample indicating that they will not visit the corridor again in
response to problems associated with traffic congestion.

~ Nearly $0 percent of the sample of
visitors indicated thai they visit
more during the week fo avoid
weekend traffic congestion.
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Further analysis of the data suggest that there are a number of significant
differences between each of the subsamples. Respondents visiting the
comdor on holiday weekends were more likely to have visited water country
in the past two years than the other two groups. They were also more likely
to have visited Fuller Gardens and the Hampton Playhouse, There were also
a number of statistically significant differences in beach visitation, but they are
most likely a function of the date and time the interviews were completed,
Considering the "state of residence", NH residents were more likely to have
visited the Portsmouth Children's Museum, Fort Constitution, Fort Stark,
Jenness State Beach, Odiorne State Park, Seacoast Science Center, New
Castle, and the Isle of Shoals Steamship Company, than the other two
residence groups. Massachusetts residents were more likely to have visited
Water Country and Seabrook Greyhound Park than NH and residents of other
NE states. Not surprisingly, respondents interviewed at northern corridor
sites were more likely to have visited a vast majority of the northern sites than
those persons interviewed in southern sites.



Will not visit again due to traffic

o &acticsd A licufions, Nearly 27
percent of the sample visit during
tke ofreason to uvoi d congestion
The operations of tourism
attractions and services shouhi
reflect fhis ck ange in visitor
behavior .

Visit during the week to avoid traffic

0 io 20 30 40 50 60

Percent

arisons between tf Ie

Visitors fo southern sites «re more
likely to change fkeir behaviors in
response fo traffic congesfion.

Visit during week to avoid traffic

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Percent0 Research Needr. Further analysis
of this dafashould develop a model
fkat allows for understanding of
fke factors that determiiie whether
or not a visitor changes  heir
behavior in response fo traffic
collgestlorL

Q N orth .:'-'-:...,:: -South
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0 The finding that 9 percent of tke
sample "wdl nof visit again due to
traflrc congestion" is likely an
imderesfimate  i e, people who
slopped visiting the corridor are
difficult to contacf on un on-sile
interview-since they no longer
visit the corridor!.

oli Im lications. Traffic
congestion represents u very
serious threat to continued
economic vitality of the tourists
industry i» tke Route L4/1B
Corridor. Itisin thebestinferest
of the tourism industry to work
together with local officuls,
regional planners, and state und
federal transportation agencies fo
work to provide viable mass
transportation aA'ernatives fkat will
minimize the traffic congestion in
the corridor.

S Poli I licafions. This data
suggest that the sample of visitors
behavioral responses to tragic
congestion differ by the region of
tke corridor they were visiting.
Visitors fo southern sites are tnore
likely to take more drastic actions.
Tragic congestioii mediation
programs should be developed for
the southern tier of fhe corridor.

'o Visit in the morning to avoid traffic

Visit during off season toavoid traffic

O
Visit the area more

O

Have not changed amount of use

C
O
0

Figure 11. Changes in Visitation in response to Traffic Congestion,

Further analysis suggests that there are some differences across two of the
three subsamples. There were not any differences between the "day of visit"
subsample. Figure 12 reports the significant differences between visitor to
northern sample sites and visitors to southern sites.

Visit during the morning to avoid traffic

O
I
O

O
o.

Figure 12. Behavior changes by region of the corridor visiting.



The data presented suggests that people who were contacted while visiting
southern sites were more likely to change specific behaviors m response to
traffic congestion. For example, 34 percent of the sample of visitors to
southern sites indicated that they would visit the area less oAen due to traf5c
while only 20 percent of those visiting northern sites responded "yes",

0 Thirty-one percent of the NH
residents visit tke corridor less
than they used to in response to
traffic congestion.

Figure 13 presents the results of the analysis of the "state of residence"
subsample. The results suggest a number of interesting differences between
the "states". For example, visitors to the corridor from NH appear to be more
likely to visit the region during the "ofF-season" and to "use the corridor less".
%hile persons Rom MA use the "corridor more", Both MA and NH visit the
corridor in the "morning to avoid traffic"more than Other New England.

Practical A lications Need to
provide information to NH
residents about the best times to
visit the corridor to avoid traffic
congestion problems te.g.Q
Residents guide to NH's Seacoast:
Tips on how, when and where to
visit to avoid crmvds!.

Visit during the morning to avoid traffic

0 Visit during the the off season
e

H Poli l lications. Planning and
policy initiatives need to reflect tke
many dances between tke ways
residents and nonresidents use the
corridor as well as, the ways that
the visitors respond to tragic
congestion.

Visit the corridor more

n a a
Use corridor less due to traffic

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Percent

II Other New England Q NH
MASS

Figure 13. Potential Behavior Change by State

Evaluations of Site Contli6ons

0 77aissection provides a preliminary
understanding of tke of visitors
evaluation of various facets of tke
Route lA!JB Corridor.

N The overa8 grade point average for
fhe corridor was a 2.92 which is a
C+,
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This subsection presents the results from a series of questions that were
intended to gain a preliminary understanding of visitor's evaluation of specific
tourism destinations within the corridor. Each respondent was asked to
consider the service and facilities at the site at which they were contacted,
They were provided a list of thirteen site attributes, covering a range of social
and facility related topics. They were asked to grade each attribute from an
"A" for excellent to an "F" for unacceptable. Figure 15 reports the combined
the data for the nine different sites to provide a summary grade for the
corridor. Overall the combined  across all the sites and attributes! "grade
point average" for the corridor is "2.92" or "C+" which is a little bit above
average. The corridor received the highest grades for "safety and security"
and "site appearance". The corridor received the lowest grades for "traffic
congestion" and "youth oriented activities".



acdcal A licatio s. This type
of' data provides a preliminary
understand'mg of lke slrengfks and
weaknessei of the corridor av a
tourism destination.

Food Services

Congestion

Accuracy of Information

Youth -oriented Activities

Friendliness of other Visitors

parking

Value for Money

Water Safety

Condition of Facilities

need to further define corridor-
wide inanagemenf objectives for
the mainlenance and development
of ainenity resourcei and services.

Helpfulness of Area Employees

Restroom Cleanliness 8 Avail
Research Xeedr. Furlker analysis

Site Appearance

Safety and Security
of this data should develop a model
tkaf identify those social and
behavioralfactors tkaf allow for an
understanding of visitors
evehafions of site conrktions.

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4
Grade Point Average

evaluations oj' each of the nine
saespk sitar is avaihtble and will be
shared with lbe manager or
adniinistrator of each site, if
rerluesfed

Comparisons between Stt bsamples

0 The sample sites in fhe northern
region oj the corridor received
higher "marks" on all of the site
attributes except for "food «nd
beverage services".

These results suggest fhaf there is
a need for more youth orienlaled
activities at southern beach sites.

oli c Im licofi ons.

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3,5 4
Grade Point Average

g South::,=':=- North
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Environmenlal education
programs for "beach" visitors
should be developed There
programs should be focused on
providing an undersfandiug of
coasfidproceises and systems for a
variety of age groups. The
programs should be fun and
educational For example, sand
casfle buiMng conterts couhi be
usedfoilluslrate concepts of wave
dynanucs and shore6ne erosion.

Figure k4. Corridor- wide "grade point averages".

This set of questions will only be examined across the north-south subsample.
The examination of the north-south subsarnple indicates that there were
statistically significant diff'erences across all site characteristics except
"friendliness of other visitors". Figure 15 displays this information
graphically.

Food Services

Congestion

Accuracy of Information
Youth -oriented Activities

Friendliness of other Visitors

parking

Value for Money
Water Safety

Condition of Facilities

Helpfulness of Area Employees
Restroom Cleanliness g Avail

Site Appearance
Safety and Security

Figure 15. Grade point averages for north/south subsample.



Reasons for Visiting the Corridor

This subsection presents the results 6om a series of questions that provide an
understanding of why the sample of respondents visit the corridor. The
sample of visitors were provided a list of reasons why some people might visit
the Route 1A/1B Corridor, Each respondent was instructed to consider each
item on the list in terms of whether the listed reason was "not an important
reason", "somewhat important reason", "important reason", "very important
reason", or an "extremely important reason", The results to these questions
are interpreted through an examination of those statements which received the
greatest proportion of responses in each of the six categories of reasons.

~ This section provides as
prehminary understanding of
editors ntotivations for visiling the
corridor.

0 ln general, the sample of visitors
come to the corridor to be near the
ocean nsth their family to enjoy the
recreational opportunities and to
observe the scenic beauty of the
region

REASONS FOR VISITING THE CORRIDOR P~~ri~ngg.

Extremel Im ortant Re n

pohcy makers need to be aware of
lhe importance of "scenic beauty"
and "a family atmosphere" to the
Route ZA/IB Corridor tourism

~ To be by the beach
~ Spend tiine with family
~ To observe the scenic beauty

Im ortant Reason

~ To observe the scenic beauty
~ Coastal recreational opportunities
~ Spend time with family
Im ortant Rea on

~ To explore new places
~ Something to do in the summer time
~ Far the culturaVhistorical attractions

Somewhat Im n R n

47

36

31

experience.

34

32

28actical A lications, This
understanding of the motivations
of visiting the corridor can be used
to ~e existing marketing and
promotional materials.

41

33

31
~ Cultural/historic attractions and

wildhre viewing are «n important
part of the corridor tourism
experience.

~ For the culturaVhistorical attractions

~ To see wildlife  i.e., bird watching!

~ To meet new people
N t lm o tit Rea n

~ To get away from family for awhile

~ To meet new people

~ to et awa from eo le i.e., solitude!

28

23

23

O ~Rme~ch cede Fanieer analysis
of this data should determine if
visitors "motivations" vary by
samplng site, For example, do
visitors to Hampton Beach come to
the corridor for different reasons
than say, visitors lo Ordione Point?

79

54

34

Table 3. Reasons for visiting the Corridor.
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Table 3 reports the results to the series of questions that sought to understand
motivations for visiting the corridor. The results suggest that the sample of
visitors to the corridor come to be near the ocean with their family and to
observe the scenic beauty of the region. The sample of visitors identified
exploring new places, culturaVhistoric attractions, and viewing wildlife as
important or somewhat important reasons for visiting the corridor. Getting
away from family, meeting new people, and privacy were identified as "not
important" reasons for visiting the corridor.



Comparisons between Subsamples~ There were a number of signi jicant
differences across the various
subsamples. Additional analysis of the responses to the "motivation" questions identified

a number of statistically significant differences between the subsamples. The
analysis of the "residence" subsample suggests that persons from "other NE
states" are significantly more likely to identify "exploring new places" as a
more important reason than persons from both NH and MA, In addition,
persons from NH identified this "exploring new places" as more important
than MA. Respondents fi.om MA and NH were identified "to be at the beach"
as more important than respondents from "other NE". Respondents from
"other NE" and NH identified "seeing wildlife" and "visiting cultural
attractions" as more important than respondents from MA. While visitors
from MA and NH identified "meeting with friends" and "improving physical
health" as more important than persons from other NE states.

0 These results suggest that visitors
from MA are likely to visit the
Seacoast to be near the ocean,
They seemed to be less interested
in "exploring new phrces",
"visiting cuhlural attractions" or
"seeing wiMife". They were more
interestedin "meetingfriends" and
"improving physical health".

Practical A kcati Marketing
the corridor to MA residents
should focus on the "beach"
erperience" and the "social
attributes" of the setting

When considering differences between the "day of visit" subsample, holiday
visitor identified "improving physical health" as more important than "week
day" respondents and "weekend" respondents. Holiday respondents identified
"being at the beach" as more important than both "weekday" and "weekend"
respondents, and "weekday" identified weekend as more important than
"weekend" visitors,

~ These result suggest that holiday
visitors to seacoast come primarily
to be near the ocean.

policy makers need to be aware of
the importance of "scenic beauty"
an" viewing wildlife" to visitors to
sites in the northern portion of the
corridor.

Sources of Information

This subsection presents the results from a series of questions that provide a
preliminary understanding of the relative importance of various sources of
information are in determining the respondents travels to the Route lA/lB
Comdor, The sample of visitors were provided a list of potential sources of
information. The respondents were instructed to consider each listed item
in terins of whether the listed source was "not a source of information",
"minor source of information", "primary source of information" or the "only
source of information", The results to these questions are interpreted through
an examination of those information sources that received the greatest
proportion of responses in each of the four categories. Table 4 reports the
results to this series of question. The results serve to illustrate the importance
of personal communication in the tourism destination choice process and the
utility of providing a quality tourism experience. These findings correspond
quite closely to those attained in other studies of this sort.

C This section provides an
understanding of the importance of
various "sources" oj' information
in visitor decisions to visit the
Route lAIIB Corridor.
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The analysis of the differences between the reasons for visiting the corridor
between respondents visiting nartherii and southern sites yielded a number of
statistically significant differences as well. Respondents &om northern sites
identified "observing scenic beauty", "cultural and historic attractions",
"exploring new places", "being at the beach", "getting away from people" and
"seeing wildlife" as more important than respondents visiting southern sites.
Respondents visiting southern sites identified "meeting new people" as more
important.



~ These results suggest that "famdy
and friends" represent the most
important source of information
about the Route lA/1B Corridor.

Im n r

~ Friends/Family
~ Conversations with people

~ Conversations with people

~ Friends/Family

~ Newspapers  i,e., travel sections!

59

57

30

38

38

34

33

0 At the time of this study Ihe
"world Wide Web" was not a
source of utformation about fhe
corridor,

90

85

79

Comparisons between Sttbsamples

0 Radio and television areimportant'
sources of information for visitors
f rom XH and M4, while
newspapers were more important
for weekend visitors.
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Practical A lication. The
importance of personal
communication as a source of
information, server to stress the
unportance of providing visitors
with a quality tourism experience.
Other research has shown that
people are more likely to
comntuni cate the "bad
experiences" then they are "good
experiences".

lodging and dining services are
also an important source of
information about the corridor. 1t
is important fhaf service personnel
are aware of the tourist
opportunities available in the
region.

Friends and family and other conversations were the only source of
information for over 11 percent of the sample of visitors to the corridor. They
were a primary source for nearly 60 percent of the sample, Newspapers and
brochures and information centers are relatively minor sources of information
for respondents visiting the corridor, Telemarketing, the Internet and travel
shows were not sources of information for a majority of the sample of visitors
to the corridor.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION ABOUT THE CORRIDOR

Minor Sources

~ Newspapers  i.e., travel sections!
~ Brochures/Pamphlets

~ Information Centers  i.e., chambers, etc.!
~ Radio

~Nt 5i~urc g

~ Telephone calls  i.e., telemarketing!
~ World Wide Web

~ Television Travel Shows

Table 4. Sources of Information about the Corridor

Further analysis of the information sources suggests that there are a number
of significant diA'erences between the various categories of the each of the
subsarnples, Respondents from MA and NH were more likely to identify
radio and television advertisements as a source of information than
respondents from other NK states. Telemarketing was more important for
respondents visiting southern sites than for the respondents visiting northern
sites, Newspapers were more important for weekend visitors than weekday
and holiday weekend visitors.



0 Thlssection provides a preliminary
understanding the sample
preferences for various
management and development
options.

~ The activities and progrtuns that
improve or enhance the natural
environment are a priority for
improving the corridor, according
to the sample of visitors.

~rercenta
37

35

33

H Poli Int lications. Policies and

programs for enhancing the
corridor should rejlect the
importance fhe sample of visitors
placed upon the envlronmenL

31

31

30

38

38

37

0 The sample of visitors to fhe
Corridor do not think that
removing controls on alcohol or
providing more nighthfe will
improve the Corridor.
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Practical A lication. The tourism
industry should work in
cooperation with the h'H 0+ice of
State Planning's Cultural and
Scenic Byway Program to develop
interpretive signslexhibits, as well
as to make maps of seacoast tourist
attractions more available.

MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES AND POTENTIAL

ENHANCEMENT INITIATIVES

This section provides an overview of visitor's opinions towards potential
management and development options. It also examines the projected use of
possible Corridor enhancement mitiatives. The first subsection describes the
relative importance of different development programs or manageinent
options that deal with the natural and social environment, tourist amenities
and other services. The second subsection provides an overview of what
types of activities, and services would be used by visitors within the next year.

Managetttett t and Development Priorities

This subsection provides an overview of visitor's opinions on how the NH
Route IA/1B Corridor can be improved. The objectives of this are to
understand what facilities or characteristics are important to visitors to
provide information on how to develop and manage the Corridor in a manner
consistent with visitor needs and preferences. Table 5 provides a breakdown
of three most frequent responses for each of five levels of importance. The
levels include 'Extreinely Important', 'Very Important', 'Moderately
Important', 'Somewhat Important' and 'loot Important',

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT PRIORITIES

Ex r m 1 Im r ntA iviti /Pro ram

~ Garbage collection at beaches

~ Reducing shoreline erosion

~ Wildlife habitat protection programs

V Im n i ii r r m

~ Adequate level of law enforcement

~ Protection and restoration af cultural landmarks

~ Well-designed/adequate parking lots

I

~ Availability of maps of the Seacoast attractions
~ Interpretive signs and exhibits

~ Better information on Corridor traKc

Somewhat Im ortantActivi i /Pro rams

Limiting the number of people visiting the Corridor 30
~ Shopping facilities 29

~ Opening shellfish beds 29

t lm n A tivities/Pro rams

~ Removing controls on alcohol 66
~ More nightlife and entertainment 47
~ Limitin the number of eo le visitin the Corridor 41

Table 5. Oevelopment and Management Priorities.



H poli Im lications. Thereislilfie

or no support for removing
confrois on alcohol consumption of
the beacic Comparison Between Sffbsamples

~ There are a number of significunt
df Jferences between the three
subsumpies across fhe vurious
management und development
options.

0 Holiday visilors placed a higher
level of importance on weil
designed parking lots and
rernming COntrOlS on alcohol thun
weekday or weekend visifors.
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maj ority of lhe waste collected at
XH beaches is recyclable or
composlable, The slate should
consider conlracfing with a local
waste management fires lo provide
und mainlui» recyeling bins ut the
slate beach parking Iofs,

Practical A Iication. This data

idenfijies the need for interprefive
signs and displays. possible topics
for these dlsptays would include un
esphmafion of the stafe's curry-ouf
policy ufuVor fheimporlunl of sall
murshes lo coaslal ecology.

/'"'' '

of Corridor improvemenl lo be
responsive to fhe inleresfs and
colscerns of ÃH residents, than
policy makers should be made
aware thut residents ure far more
likely to value a wide range of
options for corri dor improvement
than non-residents.

Table 5  previous page! reports that the most important  e.g. 'Extremely
Important'! inanagement options are environmentally related, Visitors believe
that garbage collection at beaches, reducing shoreline erosion and wildlife
protection programs are all extremely important to improving the Corridor.
A number of improvements aimed at making visitation easier are best thought
of as being very important or important to visitors. These include well-
designed or adequate parking lots, availability of maps of Seacoast attractions,
interpretive displays, and better information about Corridor traffic conditions,

Other options that were listed as being very important include protection and
restoration of cultural landmarks, and adequate level of law enforcement.
Potential improvement or management alternatives that did not score very
high among visitors include; the option for more nightlife and entertainment,
limiting the number of people visiting the Corridor, opening shellfish beds and
shopping facilities, Finally, about two-thirds of all respondents felt that
removing controls on the consumption of alcoholic beverages was not
important  i.e,, people support current laws!. This goes hand in hand with the
finding that 31% of respondents felt controlling the consumption of alcoholic
beverages within the Corridor is extremely important.

Further analysis of the data suggest that New Hampshire residents show
stronger support for a range of improvements in the Route 1A/1B Corridor
than do Massachusetts or other New England respondents. New Hampshire
residents placed a higher average level of importance on ten different options.
These include;

bike lanes adjacent to Route 1A/1B,
adequate levels of law enforcement,
protection and restoration of landmarks,
beach orientated environmental education programs,
wildlife habitat protection programs, opening up shellfish beds,
more public restrooms,
multiple use trails,
limiting commercial vehicles, and
controlling consumption of alcohol.

The second subsample dividing weekday, weekend and holiday visitors found
that holiday users place a higher importance on well-designed/adequate
parking lots and removing controls on alcohol consumption than did weekday
and weekend visitors.

The final subsample divides visitors into those who use the 'northern'
Corridor from those who use the 'southern' Corridor. The northern Corridor

refers to areas north of Hampton, from Rye to Portsmouth, The southern
Corridor refers to Hampton and Seabrook areas.



There are a range of differences between these two groups. Visitors to
southern region of the corridor placed a higher average level of importance
on 11 management options. These options included:

well designed/adequate parking lots,
shopping facilities,
public transportation linking all sites within the Corridor,
adequate levels of law enforcement,
limiting the number of motor vehicles within the Corridor,
more nightlife and entertainment,
public fishing piers,
hospitality/friendliness of people within the Corridor,
availability of services within the Corridor,
better information on Corridor traffic conditions, and
garbage collection at beaches.

suggests that visitors to southern
region of the corridor think that
qtudity of tourist experience within
the corridor can be elevated by
enhancing the tourism
infrastructure  i*, parking,
services, law enforcement, etc.!.

H Poli Im lications. This data
suggests that visitors co the
northern and southern portions of
the corridor see corridor
enhancement iniciati ves very
differently. Development plans
and policies should reflect these
diferent perspecti ves.

Conversely, the visitors to the sample sites in the northern region felt that
'bike lanes adjacent to Route 1A/18' and 'self-guided trails into salt marshes'
were more important than the visitors to the southern region,

Corridor Enhaneernenl Ini6atives

0 This subsection provides a
preliminary understanding of
potential demand for a variety of
services andfacNties.

Table 6 summarizes the top three responses for each of the four categories.
Over half of the visitors surveyed indicated that they expected to stop at an
ice cream shop at least 3 times per year. Others service with potentially high
demand were "bike lanes", "fee parking with shuttles to beaches". "Special
events" and "outdoor theater facilities" would also be popular attractions for
visitors. "Staffed information centers" and historical tours such as "historic

home/site tours" and "guided walking tours" would be visited at least once or
twice by over half of visitors to the Corridor. Initiatives not receiving much
support include homestays within the Seacoast area, "equipment rentals",
"public boat landings", "fitness centers" and a "passenger ferry from Odiorne
to Portsmouth". However, it is important to remember that even though a
majority of visitors indicated that they would not use these services, a
substantial portion of the sample of visitor would at least try the offering.

0 !clearly 20 percent of the sanqrle of
visitors indicated that they weald
use a bike lane adjacent to XH
Route ZA/CB more than five times
a year.

0 There is substantial demand for
staffed visitor informac'ion centers.
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This subsection suinmarizes the expected use for a variety of different
initiatives. It provides information on the extent to which visitors will use a
variety of services and amenities over the course of the next year. A series of
questions asked the sample of visitors to evaluate a listing of 32 services or
facilities in terms of the likelihood that they will utilize each of them. This
information will provide a better understanding of the types of offerings that
would make visits to the Corridor more enjoyable. Again, the results to this
question are interpreted through an examination of the amenity, service, and
program developments which received the greatest proportion of responses
across the four categories of intentions to use the identified service. The four
categories of intentions were: 'never', '1-2 times', '3-5 times' and 'more than
5 times'.



EXPECTED USE PER YEAR

P~~n kg@More han Fiv Tim

~ Ice creain shops
~ Bike lane adjacent to Route 1A/1B
~ Fee parking areas with shuttles to beach

24

18

12
Practical A li cation. This data
can be used by eristing businesses
in the Corridor to evaluate
potential visitor demand for «ew
products or services.

Thr e to Five Tim

~ Ice cream shops

Special events  e.g. festivals!
~ Outdoor amphitheater

29

21

19

suggests that there is sufficient
demand to currant the
establishment of slaffed and
unstaffed visitors centers,

~ Information centers  staffed!
~ Historic horne/site tours

~ Guided walking tour of historic areas

60

60

57

0 Resea~rch V~et: Further analysis
of this data should attempt lo
develop a projile of the potential
users of these services or facilities.
This profile could then combined
with other marReting data to
provide an estunate tolal potential
demand for these services.

Homestays within seacoast area

~ Equipment rental  surfboards, beach chairs etc.!
Public boat landin s

83

80

76

Table 6. Corridor Enhancement Initiatives.

Comparisons between Sttbsamples

S A acti cal iication. This
information can be used in the
de~ent of "aitribule speciJic"
marketing programs targeling a
particular inarkel.

statistically significant diff erences
between lhe "state of home
residence" variable server lo re-
enJorce the importance of
considering Wo the potential users
are ivhen contemplating various
corridor enhancement inilialiver.

Considering the "day of week" subsample, weekend visitors would use public
boat landings more often than holiday and weekday users. Holiday users
would be less likely to go on working fishing vessels or lobster boats than
visitors on weekends or weekdays.
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There are a number of differences between subsamples. Visitors from New
Hampshire are more likely to participate in competitive events than visitors
from Massachusetts and other New England states, Also people from New
Hampshire and other New England states are more apt to visit bird and
wildlife observation towers than visitors from Massachusetts. Visitors from
New England states outside of Massachusetts or New Hampshire are also
more likely to use tour services and take day trips around the area such as
historic home/site tours, homestays, excursions on working fishing vessels and
working day trips on lobster boats, guided driving tours, self guided walking
tours and seabird tours. However, people outside of New Hampshire and
Massachusetts are less likely to go to outdoor amphitheaters and ice cream
shops, Visitors from Massachusetts are most likely to visit ice cream shops
but less likely to visit historic home/site tours, bird/wildlife scenic observation
towers and go on excursions on lobster boats or working fishing vessels.



ISSUES AND CONCERNS

0 This section highlights some the
visitor opinions aboul vari ous
fundutg and managemenl concerns
within the corridor.

Funding Issues

0 There was strong support for the
allocation of a greater portion of
the iVH state budget for the
proleCliOn COaslal resources.

actical A lic ' The

H Poli lni lications. This data

suggest that visitors to would be
wNing to pay higher parking fees
if they were assured that the money
is allocated to the protection of
coastal resources.

0 Visitors to the corridor are
generally very satisfie with their
experience

28

Division of Park and Recreation
Resources should provide the
opportunity of visilors fo donate
money lo beach protection. For
example, a display on coastal
erosion with a donation tube «t
near the restrooms at state park
beaches.

0 ggggg+~~~eds: Further analysis
of this data should attempt lo
dbvhy a profile of the visitors who
are willing to make support the
protection of coastal resources.
This information when avadable
could be used to develop a fund
raising program for the protection
of coastal resources.

Visitors to the 'southern' Corridor in Seabrook and Hampton are more apt to
visit ice cream shops, ocean view resorts, outdoor amphitheaters, fitness
centers, and information centers. Conversely, visitors from Rye to
Portsmouth are more likely to go on historic homesite tours and use
bird/wildlife observation towers than visitors to Seabrook and Hampton areas.

This section provides a better understanding of the sample of visitor attitudes
towards various funding issues and management concerns with the New
Hampshire Route 1A/1B Scenic Corridor,

This subsection provides some insights into the sample of visitors preferences
regarding a variety of methods for funding coastal protection and
improvements. Table 7 provides the results from a component of the
questionnaire that asked the sample of visitors the extent that they agreed or
disagreed with a set of statements focused on how to fund improvements
within the Corridor and the need for State of New Hampshire to fund
resource protection within the Corridor. Overall, visitors feel the State of
New Hampshire should allot more funding to protect coastal resources,
About a one-third of the visitors stated they would be willing to pay higher
parking fees to protect resources or to fund the provision of more biking
opportunities, Visitors are even more willing to contribute small donations

Table 7. Funding Corridor Protection and Enhancements .

Table 8 below provides an overview of visitor attitudes toward a range of
characteristics found within the Corridor, Overall, visitors appear satisfied
with the natural environment, level of services and courtesy of other people
within the Corridor. There is also support for carry in/carry out trash
collection at state park beaches and for improving the availability of Corridor
maps. These results are consistent with those that were reported in earlier
sections.



Unsure Agree

75'/a 17'/o 8'/a

47o/o 44a/a 9o/aAir uali is a roblem in the Corridor.

42a/ 26'/a 32'/a

Visitors have mixed opinions
regarding botk the guantity and
gua&y of restroomfocilities within
fhe corridor.

5/o3o/o 92oI was ve leased with the scene

44'/a 38'/a 18a/o

16'/o 8'/o 76'/o

' 8
need for more maps of lhe XH
Route l/A/lB Corridor.

8'ja 26'/a 66a/a

24o/o15a/a 62'/o

~ The sample of visitors were
generally very pleased with the
scenery within fhe corridor.

8'/o 27'/o 65ao

4'/o 23o/o 73a/o

regions need lo provide both the
opporfunNes for visitors fo take
public transportation and the
incentives for them to leave their
car ot home

Disagree Unsure AgreeTrans ortation Issues

Motor vehicles are the primary source of air
llution.

13/a 29/o 58/a

50a/o 2 la/a 29'/a

Practical A lication, Pearly
30/a of the sampled visitors
indicated that they ivere willing fo
lake public fransportafioti. These
people need to made aware of
pubkc transportaft'on allernofives.

36'/o 32 jo 32 ja

32a/o 35'/o23'/o

31/o 49a/o20o/a

25 ja 35/a40'/a

for a research prof eet thaf
considers both the incentives and
restricfions necessary to convince
people they are better off'faking
public transportation.

32'/a23a/ 45'/o

33o/o 61 jaI wish there was less traffic in the Comdor. 6'/a
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N Poli Im licati . Many of the
visitors are unsure whelker or nof
there is a problem with air gualt'ty
within lke corridor, This finding,
eonibined with tke need to reduce
tragic congesfion, suggests lhe
importance of educational
programs focused on "air guality".

Characteristics of Route 1A/1B Corridor Disagree

I encountered discourteous people while visiting
the Route IA/IB Corridor.

Both the quality and quantity of restroom facilities
alon the Corridor are ade uate,

I wish that there were more food and lodging
available alon the Corridor.

I support a "carry in / carry out' trash collection
li at state rk beaches.

I am pleased with the current level of recreational
o rtunities alon the Corridor.

Overall, there are adequate signs/information along
the Corridor,

Complementary Corridor maps would assist me in
determinin where to travel within the Comdor,

I thought the natural resources within the Corridor
were in ood condition.

Table 8. Characteristics of Route IA/IB Corridor.

Table 9 summarizes the attitudes and opinions of Corridor visitors toward
transportation related issues. Many of the statements deal specifically with
public transportation and traffic congestion, About half of respondents feel
that there is too much trafnc within the Corridor, and about 60/o of
respondents would like to see less. A somewhat smaller percentage would be
willing to use different forms of public transportation. About 30'/o of visitors
would be wiHing to take public transportation, and only 25o/o feel that public
transportation would make visiting the Corridor more difficult, Shuttle
systems received a little more support, with over a third �5'/o! of respondents
agreeing they would use a system if available.

I would be willing to take public transportation
instead of iravelin bv car.

The amount of tragic in the Corridor bothered me.

Using public transportation would make visiting
the Corridor more diQicult.

Traffic con estian is a roblem alon the Corridor.

I would use a shuttle system  i.e. park k ride! to
the Corridor if this service was available.

I believe more people should use public
trans ottaiion when iravelin within the Corridor.

Table 9. Transportation Issues and Concerns.



Comparisons between Subsamples

Practical ii cation There is a
treed to educate visitors on the
importance of' l eduCing the
number of passenger vehicles in
the Corridor. These education
programs should be directed at
btassachusetts residents.

0 Holiday visitors are lhe most likely
to be impacted by the social and
environmental conditions of the
Corridor.

SUMMARY
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0 irtassachasetts residenls are the
nrost likely lo agree that traffic is a
problem in the corridor and they
wetdd enjoy their errperience more
if there was less traffic, They are
also the least likely to think thol
public lransportation is necessary,
and lhe least likely lo rase public
transportation rrhen it is available.

attractions locatedin the northern
section of the corridor are the most

to ase public transportation
and they are lhe most supportive of
parking fee increases io protect the
environment. The Division of
Parks and Recreation should
consider the differences between
visitors to northern and souther
portions of the corridor when
changing policies or developing
Irew progranrs.

Test of statistical significance  one-way analysis of variance! for difFerences
in mean scores on the measures of critical issues and concerns between New
Hampshire, Massachusetts, and "Other New England" visitors found that
"Other New England" visitors tend to be more willing to support public
transportation yet they do not think that tragic congestion is as much of a
problem as Massachusetts and New Hampshire visitors. "Other New
England" visitors also placed a stronger importance on the need for
complementary Corridor maps and believe Corridor signs and information
were not as adequate as did Massachusetts and New Hampshire visitors,
Massachusetts visitors agreed most strongly that tra8ic is a problem and that
they would like to see less. However, they are least likely to agree that public
transportation is necessary and are the least willing to use public
transportation.

In testing for difFerences between weekday, weekend, and holiday users, those
visiting the Corridor on a holiday had the most problems with traffic
congestion and encounters with discourteous people. Holiday visitors also
had lower opinions about the conditions of natural resources within the
Corridor than weekday and weekend users. Weekday users had the highest
opinion of natural resource conditions and are most likely to support a carry
in / carry out trash collection policy,

The final subsample examines potential differences between visitors who go
to the 'southern' Corridor which includes Hampton and Seabrook, and those
who visit the 'northern' Corridor from Rye to Portsmouth, Hampton and
Seabrook visitors tended to experience more problems with discourteous
people, tra%c congestion, and air quality. Visitors farther north  e.g. Rye to
Portsmouth! scored higher in their willingness to take public transportation,
pay higher parking fees to protect coastal resources, and support carry in /
carry out trash collection. These visitors were also more pleased with the
scenery and felt that the natural resources were in better condition. Finally,
'northern' visitors tend to enjoy their visit to the Corridor more than the
'southern' visitors  though both groups have high average scores! and are
less likely to be disappointed with some aspect of their trip,

A number of policy implications, practical applications, and research needs
have been drawn from the findings and are noted in the leA column of the
report, In way of review, the specific purpose of this study was to collect the
baseline information necessary to facilitate a complimentary relationship
between coastal resource capacity and the demands and preferences of visitors
to the NH Route lA/1B Corridor. The data summarized in this report were
collected through three primary components. The three components were an
inventory of tourism resources, an on-site personal interview  n=1,807!, and
a mail survey  n=620! of the participants of the on-site personal interview.



The sampling and response rates were determined adequate to provide an
understanding of the visitors to the Corridor, The participants in the study
were generally middle aged, college educated, had a total family income of
slightly over $45,000 a year, were more likely to be female than male, and
were more likely to reside in New Hampshire.

The tourism inventory identified 54 lodging properties adjacent to NH Route
1A/1B. These properties had over 2000 total rooms. Thirty-five restaurants
adjacent to NH Route 1A/18 were included in the inventory. A total of 65
tourist attractions were inventoried within a 1 mile radius of the NH Route

1A/1. A preliminary examination of the inventory suggest that there may be
a need for additional year-round full-service resorts  e.g., indoor pool, lounge,
restaurants!. There may also be a need for existing restaurants to expand
banquet facilities, Lodging and dining facilities within the corridor also need
to expand the extent to which they are handicap accessible. The inventory of
tourist attractions suggest that scenic beauty is an important component of
most coastal tourist attractions. A need for a more comprehensive inventory
of tourist attractions within a five mile radius of the Corridor and a on-site

visitor satisfaction survey was identified as a research need.

The results of the visitor survey suggest that nearly 42 percent of the
respondents have changed their behavior or the amount they visit the corridor
as a result of problems associated with traffic congestion. The most common
response to traffic congestion was to visit the corridor during the week
instead of on a weekend. The visitors gave the corridor's tourist attractions
the highest "grades" for safety and security and site appearance. The
corridor's attractions received the lowest "grades" for traffic congestion in
reaching the site and the lack of youth orientated activities, The survey
suggests that the visitors come to the corridor to be near the ocean with their
family, to enjoy recreation opportunities and to observe the scenic beauty of
the region, Most of the visitors learned about the corridor from their family
and/or &iends. The visitors identified the activities and programs that protect
or enhance coastal resources as some of the highest management priorities.
The visitors also expressed a willingness to the support these initiatives
through increased parking fees and donations.

In conclusion, this research provides insights into the characteristics,
behaviors and management preferences of visitors to the NH Route IA/18
Comdor. The results contained in this report serve to stress the importance
of the environment to the "tourism experience" within the Corridor. The
visitors expressed considerable support for a wide range of environmental
enhancement and protection initiatives. The results also serve to highlight
some of the potential impacts that traffic congestion and lack of parking
represent to this sainple of visitors to NH Route 1A/1B Corridor. Overall,
there is a need for a number of education initiatives. First and foremost the

public needs to understand the link between their behaviors and the many
threats to the integrity of NH coastal resources  i.e., traffic congestion,
inappropriate development, air pollution, etc.!.
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This report serves to confirm, an introductory statement that the single most
critical issue facing the NH Route 1A/1B Corridor is not one of achieving
growth, but one of achieving quality that is consistent with sustaining natural,
cultural, and social resources, The results from this report will be made
available to planners, policy makers and business leaders. UNH graduate and
undergraduate students will also present a summary of these results at various
locations throughout the Corridor.

1 Dr. Robert A. Robertson is Coordinator of the Tourism Planning and
Development Program in the Department of Resource Economics and
Development at the University of New Hampshire, 310 James Hall, Durham,
NH 03824 �03!862-1700; FAX �03! 862-0208.

e-mail:robertr.christa.unh,edu
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Lodging
Within a one mile radius of Route 1A/1B Scenic Corridor

FeaturesName

May-Oct XB/0 20 S/NS

B/0 750 S/NS

Aegean Motel
Ash worth

Atlantic Four Winds

Atlantic Shores

$$ OP, TV,K

N/A N/A

Re A r-Oct X

B/O 20 S/NS

B/0 12 S/NS

$$$$ OP,K, A/C

N/A N/A

Bailey's Beach Resort
Blue Haven Motel

$$$ TV, K, CB, A/C

N/A N/A

Breaks by the Sea
Coastview Condos

B/0 20 S/NS

B/0 IN/A S/NSCD

Crown Colony Motel
Drift Motel

Rye B/0 15 S/NS N/A TV

$$ OP, RF, K, TV, A/C, CB40j S/NS
ReDunes Motel 30'S/NS

Governors House B k. B BB NS CT,F
swee IB/OGrand View

Green Briar

30 S/NS N/A K

N/A N/AH B/0 25 S/NS

IH B/0 60 S/NSHampton House YR

Harris Sea Ranch Motel IM B/0 I 14 S/NS May-Oct X
B/0 I 40 S/NS N/A OP,IP, TV, M, RF

N/A N/A

May-Oct X
B/O I 30IS/NS May-Oct X

$$ RF,K

N/A M,K, TV, A/C, MW

Hoyt's Lodge
Jonathan's Motel

Rye B/0 10 S/NS Ma -Oct X

B/o I 50 S/NS

B/0 40 S/NS N/A RF, R,B, TV, A/C

N/A TV20IN/AB/0

B/0 S/NS N/AM H

H H

22 May-Oct
B/0 10 S/NS N/A TV

Mirra's Snug Harbor Cabin C B/0 S/NS N/A R

N/A OP

Rye 16 Mav-Oct X

Motel B/0 50 S/NS

Moulton Motel

Ocean Aire

B/0 S/NS N/A K, TV, A/C
N/A N/AC H B/0 S/NS Mav-Oct X

B/0 IOcean Crest Inn/Motel

Oceanside Hotel

M H

H H

20 S/NS N/A N/A

B/0 I 20,S/NS N/A

B/0 IPebble Motel

Pelham

10 jNSM Rye
M H

$$$ OP, TV, K
N/A OP, TV, A/C, K

Apr-Oct X
42 , 'S/NSB/0 YR

Puritan

Rivera Motor Inn

B/0I H

M H

60 i S/NS N/A TV, AC
N/A TV

fvfav-Oct X

B/0 30 I S/NS

B/0 IRye 20 S/NS N/A N/A

N/A N/A20IS/NSM Re May-Oct X

M H

M H

B/0 20 S/NS May-Oct X
120 S/NSB/0 YR

8,'S/NSSea S uire Motor Lodge N/A N/A YR

APPENDIX A-2

Hillcrest Inn

Hollywood Motel

Kentville

La Brec Rouge
Maritime Motel

McQuirle's Ocean View

Rock Ledge B k B
Rye Harbor Motel
Sea Castle Motel

Sea Spria1 Motel Suites

13 S/NS

B/0 I 17 S/NS

N/A OP, TV, K, A/C

$$$ TV, A/C, R

N/A OP

$$$$ TC, B

N/A RF, TV, A/C

$ N/A

N/A N/A

N/A RF, TV, MW

May-Oct X
May-Oct X



Lodging
Within a one mile radius of Route 1A/1B Scenic Corridor

0 H
.8
2 CD

2
8

o
FeaturesName

23 N/A N/AS/NS May-Oct
Seafarer M Rye
Seaside Village
Seven Gables

8/0 N/A K, TV
N/A TV

M H

H H
May-Oct
May-Oct

20
B/0 25 S/NS

Sprin teld Motor Lod e M H 8/0 N/A RF, T, A/C, TV, R May-Oct37 S/NS
Sun and Surf Motel

Surf Motel

Surfview Apartments

20M H

H H

A H

S/NS OP, K, A/C, TV
N/A RF, K, TV, A/C
N/A N/A

8/0 N/A May-Oct
8/0 10 S/NS

The Beach View 8/0 40 S/NS N/A K, TV, A/C
$$$ TV

M H
The Inn at the Plaice Cove M H B/0 S/NS24
The Shirley By the Sea
Voyager Motor Lodge

8/0 N/A K

N/A TV, M

M H

M H
S/NS10 May-Oct
S/NS

Wallis Sands Place

Wave Motel
May-Oct I X
YR I X

S/NS N/A R

$ N/A

Rye 10
M H S/NS20
M H "" ~B/0

YR IX X
Windjammin Motel
Ye Colonial Inn

$$0P, A/C
N/A TV

60 S/NS

8/0 X IYR IXS/NS10

KEYS

View

B; Beach

0: Ocean

L: Landscape
H: Harbour

Town

H: Hampton
N. Hm; North Hampton
P; Portsmouth

Rye; Rye

Appearance
~: Fair

**: Poor

***: Good

***~; Excellent

Smoking
S: Smoking
NS: Non-smoking

APPENDIX A -3

Type:
M: Motel

H. Hotel

BB: Bed and Breakfast
C. Cottage
I: Inn

A. 'Apartment
CD. 'Condos

Features:

M . 'Movies

OP/IP: Outdoor Pool/Indoor Pool
L: Laundry
RF: Refrigerator
R: Radio

- P. Pets

CB/B; Continental Breakfast/Breakfast
K: Kitchenette

E; Exercise Room

MW: Microwave

A/C: Air Conditioning

Organizations:
AAA; American Automobiles Association

F; Fodors
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Name

ed Beck" PicnicArea FreeR PU X X
Free X1st Overlook ' South Rve PU

2nd Overlook h ' South FreeR PU
3rd Overtook he South
4th Overtook he ' South

PU
R PU
R PU5th Overiook heading South X

6th Overtook he ' South PU
7th Overlook h ' South Rye P1J Free

N/A Free N/A X
$$ X X

N/A X X Snacks XBow Street Fair
Childrens Museum

N/AP PU
P PR 53 X N/AX X

X Chili
X Chowder

N/A X N/A X
N/A X

Chili Cook Off
Chowder Festival

PU N/A $
PU June

30 X X Rest
X Vc

Eastman Dorks
Farms Market

Sbk PR
Sat. SUM N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A X

Fort Dcabom - Ordinonc
Ft. Constitution USCG Station

lriav-S t X X X $$
N/ANC PU

FI'. Stark Historic Site
Fuller Gardens

NC PU
N.Hm PR

State X
Ve$$$ X 40 X

Great Island Common NC PU X X X S Toom X
Ha ton Beach Casino
Hs ton Brach State RV Patk

-S
Mav-S t

H PR
H PU

X $$ X 250 X X Rest
X X X Snacks X

Ha ton Beach State Park
Ha ton house

Jun- t
Jun-

H PU
H PR

X X X Free X X
X $$$$$ X X

11 X X Vcn
X VenX X 50 X

N/AHarbour Place Walkway
Jcnness State Beach

P PU
R PU

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A X
Mav-S

Marine Life //r Coastal 4 t. Zone
Maker S uare Dav

X Ven X
X Snacks X

Rve PR/PU
P PU

X X X $ X
X Frcc

11 X

hfikes kiarina
Music Hall

NC PR N/ANxv-Oct 1X
X VendingX $$

X XNorth ton State Park
NH Dhsson State Parks

N.Hm PU
Rve PU

Msv-S t
125 X

NH htsrinc Memorial
NH Seacomt C

S/C/H H PU
Sbk PR

X Free
Mav-5 t X $$$ X Ve

NH State Pier
NH State Port Authoritv

H PU X X X Free X X 28 X Vc X X
X SnacksPR SUM X $$$

North Hampton Beach S/R H PU Free
Pebble Stone Town Beach
Pierr.e I shod

Rve PU
Citv XPU Jun-A X $ X Vcn

Piscata ua Gundalow Project
Point of Graves

X XSUMP N/A
P N/A

X $$
N/A Free N/A X

Ports. Commercial Vis ' Pier C/S P PU
Portsmouth Athcnacurn P N/A N/AFree N/A X
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Attractions
Within a mile radius of Route 1A/1B Scenic Corridor



Attractions
%'ithin a mile radius of Route 1A/IB Scenic Corridor

a o
C

c
Name

sL'

Portsmouth Blues Festival X X N/A X N/AX SSS N/A
Portsmouth Jazz Festival Sun Junc X X X SSS N/A X N/A

SSSSSPortsmouth Live Co an
Prcscott Park

N/A SLIM ~ 11 ~
~ 11 'X X lOX XJun-AP PU X Frcc Ve

Prcseott Park Arts Festival
Pro rie tous Burv' Ground

P N/A X SSX X N/A X X Snacks
Ci Street N/A

Public Boat Launch Parkin Rve PU
NC PU

IMav-Sept SS N/A
Route 1 B Causewav io New Castle S
Rumwmede Horse Farm N.Hm PR
Rve harbour State Marina
Seabrook Tawn Beach

Rve PU
Sbk PU

X SSS X
N/A N/A N/A N/A

X X
X NIA

X X
N/A N/A N/A N'A N/A N/A '11 ~N/A

Seacoast R crto Theatre
Sheafe Warehouse

P N/A X DON
X DON

X N/A
N/A X N/A

4111
~ ~ ~ ~X X N/A

S trawbcrv B anke
Thc Portsrnouih Trait

P PR
P N/A

X SSS X X 35 X X X X
H 6X X X

Union Cha l
Watlis Sands Beach

a
Ma -S

Rve PR
R PU X X X SSS X X Snacks

Wentworth - Coolid e Mansion
Wentworth Bv the Sea

11 XX X
N/A N/A

SS N/APU
NC PR N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/AN'A N/A

X XWentworth B the Sea Marina NC PR
NC PR

SUM 30 X X
lOO X X

Ven
Wentwotb ihc Sca Counirv Club R X X SSSSS Rest
Wbatcback Li
Yankee Fish Coo eraiive

NC N/A
Sbk PR N/A 20 X
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ROUTE 1A/1B SCENIC BYWAY STUDY:

Visitor Reeds Assessment

Summer, 1996

Dear Visitor to the New Hampshire Seacoast;

A few weeks ago, during a visit to the New Hampshire Seacoast, you took part in a brief survey regarding your
opinions of the tourist facilities and management programs in the Routes 1A/1B Corridor. At that time, you also
agreed to participate in a follow-up mail survey to share your opinions on ways in which to improve the Seacoast '
Corridor for visitors. We sincerely appreciate your willingness to take part in this important survey.

The most important source of information we have are people who visit and utilize the many amenities and natural
resources of NH's Seacoast. You may be assured of confidentiality. We do not ask you to put your name anywhere
on the questionnaire, therefore you will not be personally associated with the answers you give. When completed,
please fold and place your completed questionnaire in the enclosed pre-addressed postage paid envelope and drop it
in the mail.

This study involves the coordination of the research, planning and education efforts of the University of New
Hampshire's Department of Resource Economics and Development, the Rockingham Planning Commission, and the
NH Office af State Planning's Scenic and Cultural Byway Program, with additional grant support from the
University of New Hampshire's Undesignated Gifts Program. The results of the survey will. be used by Seacoast
communities and planning agencies to make more informed decisions regarding the directions that should be taken
in developing tourism attractions and services, and ways to iinprove recreational opportunities and the management
of coastal resources in the Route IA/1B Corridor.

For your information, the Route 1A/1B Scenic Byway Corridor was formally designated as a Scenic and Cultural
Byway, June 29, 1994 by the Scenic and Cultural Byways Council  so authorized by the New Hampshire State
Legislature in 1992!. Route 1A/1B transverses New Hampshire's 18 miles of coastline from Seabrook in the south
to Market Square in Portsmouth.

Thanks again for your cooperation.

Sincerely.

Dr. Rob Robertson, Coordinator
Tourism Planning and Development Program
Department of Resource Economics and Development
University of New Hampshire
310 James Hall, 56 College Road
Durham, NH 03824-3589 �03! 862-1700

Appendix B



CORRIDOR ENHANCEMENT INITIA TIVES

NEVER 1-2 times 3-5 times More than 5 times

Below are a number of possible initiatives which may make your visit to the NH Route lA/18 Scenic Corridor more en-
joyable. Please indicate your response for each item by checking the number of times you would use the service or
facility ~er ear.

Corridor Enhancement Initiatives

Information Kiosk  unstaffed!

Ice cream shops

Bike rental shops

Passenger ferry from Ordiorne to Portsmouth

Guided walking tour of historic areas

Historic home/site tours

Antique shopping area districts

Brew Pubs

Fee parking areas with shuttles to beach

Bike shuttle services  i.e. bike one-way, shuttle back!

Bicycle lane adjacent to Route lA/lB

Ocean view resort  e.g, a restored Wentworth Hotel!

Equipment rentals  surf boards, beach chairs, etc.!

Public boat landings, marinas

Bird / wildlife scenic observation towers

Special events  e,g., festivals!

Competitive events  e.g. races, runs!

Beach cleanups

Environmental education programs at state park beaches

Park k. ride services to Rte 1A/1B Corridor

Specialty Bed 4. Breakfasts  e.g,. mystery inns!

54% 4%31% 11%

38 29 24

72 22

50 39

57

31 60

37

53 29 l3

29 1247

1867

l8l22545

4245

80 13

1576

134533

5316 21

2469

41

42 45

27 1057

2963

83

Excursion on a working fishing vessel

Seabtrd boat tour

Public transportation hnking all sites within the Corridor

Outdoor amphitheater  i.e. concerts, plays!

Coastal mansion tours

Fitness Center  aerobics, weights!

Information Centers  staffed!

Self-guided driving tours  i.e. cassette tapes!

Self-guided walking tours of historic areas

60 36

51

49 10

21 l9

32 56

13

24

59 33

37 49

Other

Homestays within seacoast area  i.e. stay at homes of local
residents versus a staying at a formal bed and breakfast!

Working day trips on lobster boats



HOP' CAN WE IMPROVE?

Important Very Extremely
Im portant Important

Somewhat

Im po rtant
Not

Important
Developtnental and Management Options

9%Availability of maps of the seacoast attractions 3.05

Well-designed/adequate parking lots 3.66

Shopping facilities  e,g., outlet mails, Town Centers, etc.! 2.31

Bicycle lane adjacent to Route IA/lB 2,98

Self-guided trails  boardwalks! into sal  tnarshes 3.07

Public transportation linking all sites within the corridor 2.56

Reducing sltoreline erosion 3.76

Adequate level of Iaw enforcement 3.55

Protection and restoration of cultural landmarks 3.66

Beach orientated environinental education prograins 3.15

Interpretive displays  e.g., roadside signs and exhibits! 2.89

Limiting the number of motor vehicles within the corridor 2.65

Wildlife habitat protection programs 3.63

Stricter land use ordinances 3,23

Salt marsh restoration programs 3,39

More nightlife and entertaininent l.94

Opening shellfish beds 2.18

Improved air quality within the Corridor 3.04

More public restroom facilities programs 3.43

Passenger ferry system linking Ordiarne to Portsmouth 2.42

20% 38% 21% 11%

34 30 26

29 2530

18 26 18 1920

1434 23

272327

3410 24

12 33 31 21

10 29 25

19 36 21 l5

1013 22 38

28 13272l

27 33

2019 31 20

2528

1626

35 29 22 10

20 30 20 ]614

32 25

32 24 21 14

Multiple use trails the length of the Corridor  e.g., biking. roller-
blading�walking! 3,39

29 2514 2210

Limiting the number of commercial vehicles on Rte.lA/1B 3.30

Public fishing piers 2.23

Hospitality/fi iendlincss of people within the Corridor 3.48

2416 27 21

20 32 1015

2210 36 26

Controlling the consumption of alcoholic beverages v ithin the
Corridor 3.52

2315 22 31

Availability of services in corridor  lodging, food, etc.! 3.19

Enviraninental protection/restoration programs 3.64

Better information an Corridor traffic conditions 2,9l

Limiting the number of people visiting the Comdor 2,04

Garbage collection at beaches 3.75

10 1436

12 29 25

24 1037 17

41 29 51

27 3721

Removing controls on the consumption of alcoholic beverages.
1.76

66 10

We are interested in learning your opinions of ways in which to improve NH Route IA/IB Scenic Corridor. Please look over the following
list of topics. In your opinion, how important are each of the following items in improving the Route IA/IB Scenic Corridor?  Please
check ~ one response for each statement.!



ISSUES HAD CONCERNS
Please consider the following statements. To what extent do you personally agree or disagree with each of the
following statements? Please check �! one response for each statement.

Issues and Concerns Disagree Neither Agree Agree Strongly
nor Disagree Agree

Strongly
Disagree

40% 17% 7% 1%

I thoroughly enjoyed iny visit to the Corridor. 4.27
3.5

Motor vehicles are the primary source of air pollution. 3.57
10

Visiting the Corridor was worth the money I spent to visit there. 4.05
10

I vvould be willing to give a small donation �5! to a beach side cash box for
beach protection. 3.12

19 31

NH should allot more funding for the protection of coastal resources. 3.82
44 2426

33 2320

2738

I want to come back and visit the Corridor. 4.25
60 34

Air quality is a problem in the Corridor, 2,54
38 44

2626

The amount of traffic in thc Corridor bothered me. 2.98
30 2532

19 3232

Both quality/quantity of resirooms along the Corridor are adequate 2.83
32 29

I would pay higher parking fees if I knew that the money directed to building
bike trails along Rte. IA/IB. 2.91 2426 31

I was very pleased with the scenery. 4.20
60 32

Traffic congestion is a problem along the Corridor. 3.41
163331

37 38

3441

55 lo

30 28

I believe more people should use public transporiaiion when traveling within
the Corridor. 3.09 18 25

Overall, there are adequate signs/information along the Corridor, 3.49
12 56 6

55 10

24

Complementary Corridor maps would assist rne in deterimning vvherc to
travel within the Corridor, 3.654 27

I was disappointed with some aspects of my trip. 2.36
1215 50

I thought the natural resources within the Corridor werc in good condition,
3. 74 6623

I wish there vvas less traffic in the Corridor 3.70
33

,7 7

I encountered discourteous people while visiting the Route IA/1B Corridor, 2.00 34%

I would be willing to take public transportation instead of traveling by car. 2.67

I cannot imagine a better place to visit than the NH Route I A/1 B Corridor. 3.16

I would be willing to pay higher parking fees if thc money was allocated to the
protection of coastal resources. 2.85

Using public transportation would make visiting the Corridor more difficult, 3.30

I wish that there were more food and lodging available along thc Corridor. 2.70

I support a 'carry in/carry out" trash collection policy ai state park beaches 3.89

I am pleased with current level of rec. opportunities along the Corridor. 3.65

I vvould use shuttle system  i.e. park & ride! if this service w'as availablc. 2.91

54 39

43 15

59 26

33 8



People visit the NH Seacoast Region for a nutnber of reasons. Please check  O! the statement which best indicates how
important each of the following reasons were for you visit to the Corridor area.

Reasons for visitin the Corridor Not

Important
Somewhat

Important
Im porta nt Very

Important
Extremely

Important

To get away from family for avvhile 1.36

To escape froin urban problems and pressures 2.42

So 1 can spend time v iih my family 3.67

To spend time with friends 2 88

To observe the scenic beautv 3.94

79,2 1.5

34 19 25 14 7,5

19

22 2914 22 12

24 34 35

To enjoy recreational opportunities along the coast 3.55 13 24 33

18 28 31 14

21 28 15

1814 36 20

13 12 33 24 17

23 16

26 47

33

31 23 22

People learn about areas and travel destinations through a variety of sources. Please check  O! the statement that best
indicates how important each of the following sources are in determining your travels to the Seacoast area.
Source ot' Information Not A Minor Primary Only

Source Source Source Source

3W

t I

Other ~ j~ -Sc

REASONS FOR VISITING THE CORRIDOR

For the cukural/historical attractions 2,66

To improve my physical health 2.70

To explore new places 2.96

To have something to do in the summertime 3.20

To meer new people 1.80

To be by the beach  i.e. beach combing, swimming! 4.01

To get away from a lot of people  i,e. solitude, privacy! 2.53

To see wildlife  i.e, bird watching.! 247

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Radio l. 57

World Wide Web l.lg

Newspapers  i.e. travel sections> 2.0

Conversations with people  i,e. word of mouth, locals! 2.53

Television advertisements 1,58

NH Office of Travel & Tourism Development "Guidebooks" 1.72

Travel books  e.g. Fodors, AAA travel books! 1.65

Brochures/ Painphleis  Seacoast Council on Tourisin Brochures! 1.96

Information Centers  chambers of commerce, rest areas, booths! 1.78

Friends / Family 2 62

Travel Magazines  i.e. Yankee Magazine! 1.48

Telephone calls  i.e. telemarketing! 1.13

Television Travel shows  i.e. Weekend Travel Update! 1.27

" '33

'3g
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RECREA TIDAL, A CTIVITIES
Please look over the following list of activities. Please check + each activity that you participated in on the visit at wlrich
we contacted otr.

]5 Environmental education  i.e, Seacoast Science Center!

]6 Outdoor Concerts  i.c., Jazz Festival. Music!

10 Running or jogging

3 Golf

3 indoor concerts  i.e, Hampton Beach Casino, Music Hall,

13 Touring historic homes/buildings or visiting muscums

17 Drinking alcoholic beverages

8 Visiting amusement parks/wa erst!des

15 Sports and games  frisbee, softball volleyball!

8 Attending special events/festivals  scafood feast, ctc.!

15 Boat Evcursion  ke., whale watrhing, Isle of Shoals, etc.!

2 Non-motorized Boating  kayaking, wind surfing, sailing, etc.!

2 Motorized boating  power boating, jet ski, etc.!

11 Biking

52 Earing out at restaurants

37 Shopping

69 Sunbathing

6 Surfing

5 Fishing from boat

38 Driving for pleasure

7 Camping

7 Swimming in pools

What was the main activity  e.g. biking, swiinming, sunbathing! that you and your party participated in on the day that you were contacted?
main activity at site.

SITE EVALUA TION

Please consider the services and facilities at the site at whicIt ott were contacted. Please grade the followmg characteristics on
the following scale:  A = Excellent, B = Good, C = Average, D = Poor, F = Unacceptable, N/A = does not apply]

8 C D FSite Evaluation

Safety and Security of site 3.36 1* 50

Site Appearance  i.e. scenery, architecture! 3.29 2* 46

Restroom cleanliness and availability 2.69

I lelpfulness of area employees 3. l 4

Condition of recreational facilities 3.06

Water safety  i.e. information, life guards! 3.04

Value for inoney spent 3.!8

Parking  i.e. quantity and location! 2,89

Friendliness of other visitors 2.98

Youth-oriented activities 2.60

38

38

36

27

20

Accuracy of information provided about the site 2,88 27

Congestion in reaching site  i.e. traffic! 2.25 12

Availability of food and beverage services 2.67 25 36 25 11 3

Please circle 'yes' or 'no' to each statement concerning your visit to the Rte. 1A/18 Scenic Corridor.

I visit the Corridor on the weekdays to avoid the traffic congestion on weekends.

I use the Corridor less than I used to because of traffic congestion.
I have not changed the amount I visit the Corridor.

I visit the Comdor more than I used to.

I now visit the Corridor during the off season to avoid traffic congestion.
I now visit the Comdor in the early morning to avoid afternoon traffic congestion,
I will not visit the Corridor again due to traffic congestion.

I will not use the Corridor anymore due to other reasons not related lo traffic congestion.

49 Yes No

25 Yes No

58 Yes No

25 Yes No

27 Yes No

31 Yes No

3 Yes No

3 Yes No

24 Car touring of natural or historic areas

1 Participating in NH Coast Week Programs

69 Swimming in the Ocean

84 Wa!king on the beach

ttt Ptayin video games in arcades

4 I Collecting sca shells

18 Bird Watching

3 Attending culture! events  i.e., plays, lectures!

4 Fishing from shore

5 Ronerbladlng

7 Antique Shopping

37 11 1 0

40 13 1 0

33 26 12 3

41 18 2 0

45 21 2 0

36 19 5 'l

37 17 2

32 20 9 3

47 22 25 0

39 25 13 3

42 26 3 2

25 44 13 5



I'AS T EXPERIENCE
Below is a list of sites within the NH Route 1A/1B Scenic Corridor. Please circle the number of' visits you or

f I d

Location Number of visits LocationLocation

01 5 >5

VISITOR INFORMA TION
Please answer the following questions so that we may better understand who visits the corridor.

Where do you reside?  town!  zip code! state!

How many people from each of the following age categories were in your group on the visit to the Conidor at which you were
initially contacted by one of our surveyors?  Please inciude yourself and tvrire the numbers in the spaces provided!

8 and under
9to17

36 to 45
46 to 55

18 to 25
26 to 35

56 to 62 71 to 80
63 to 70 Over 80

Please circle the highest level of education you have completed. HS, AD, BA, BS, MA, MS, Ph D, JD, MD, Other
28 13 14 2 I 7 6 2 I l 5

What is your current occupation?

If no, what is your family's favorite summer destination?

Approximately what percentage of your visits to the corridor occur on weekends and what percentage occurs on weekdays?

50 % Weekends + 50 % Weekdays = 100% TOTAL

Number of

visits

01 5 >5

What is your age  in years!? 48  mean! What is your gender? 63 female 37 male

What is your total family  household! income before taxes? $46,349  tnean!

How many years has your household been visiting New Hampshire's Coastal Area? 26  mean!

Is the Coastal Area your household's favorite summer destination in New Hampshire? [ ] Yes [ ] No

Number of

visits

01 5 >5



SCENIC I3~VAY RGUTEg 1At18 CORRIDOR TRAIL ion site survey! Q - I 7!.  a

l. Hou many people are in your group'! // of people in group

la. Did you all travel together? [ ] No, if no how many vehicles were taken. d // vehicles f ] csj ]J

!<5: ~ 7. /c ~  g
Z. Have you been to this site before? [ ] No, go to question rf3 [ ] Yes, go  o r]»vs ion // 2a.

'zc~ / cs2a, Approximately how many visits have you made to this site? c  v  to al!

3, How did you get to this site? [] Bike f ] Car/Truck [ ] !Va!king/Runt i»g [ ] Public

d yt y '92 d'dy t dtdyt gtt tht miles  ap prox ima

5. How long do you plan lo visit this site. hours

6, ls your visit to this area part of' a longer stay". [] No [ ] Yes

g Iy h t g tty h t yt gt ttt "~td y

6b. 1Vhere will you be staying in this area?

7. Have you traveled the entire length of the New Hampshire Route 1A/1B Scenic Corridor. [ ] No [ ] Yes
 Seabrook to Portsmouth! z /

S. !Vhat is our reason for visiting this site today? [] Vacation [ ] Good weather f ] Visiting family/friends [ ] Othera is your reason
z~ / 'z9

9. Holv did you hear about this place? [] Brochures,f ] Radio [ ] Vford of moldh i ] O her
/o t r.. ! /Cr

tn. tV gat o hcr places dill you visit lvi hin thc Route 1 A/lB Corridor on your wcy tgcrcv

11, !Vhat o her places do yon plan to visit lvi hin  he Route l A/lB Corridor".

12a. lf available lvould vou use puhlir. transportatio  ir»s, train! to reach tlgis site". [ j No [ ] Yes, go  o question t/t a.
> ' 'l-

[] Yn
ic.

12b. 1Vou!d you»se Sh»ttie System from a cen ral parking facility'? f ] No
Lf ~~l

12c. 1Vou!d you use a Trail System from a central pari'ing facility? [] No [] Ycsd
>-.y jo    [.  o

ified13. How satisfied are you with this visit to the NH coast?

14. WVhat didn't you like about your visit?

15. IVhat did vou enjoy the most about >-our visit?

l7. Age: ~/ vears16. Gender: [ J Male [] Fernale

4Z
zip codehg;»ggc rgf t»V'I'u Ol Cl y!18. Vghere do you prcscruly live",

Address:

City/State/Zip:

Survelor !Dr

I '/f 5 Lg
1» y g'. l   l o I 1: Code //;

0  ! ~/~ ca >  

Tir»c:Date:

19. !Vrluld you be willing tO participate in a more detailed  nail Survey regarlii»g tile evaiuatio»s a»d attitudes of this risit. a»d
preferences for the lu ure dcveiopmen  of Nll Rou e tA' B Corridor",

[] No [ ] YCS  POS agc Pligi!
~  

Na rue


